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ABSTRACT
Taylor Hornung, Mechanical Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University
Abstract of Master’s Thesis, Submitted April 1st, 2015
Low Bandwidth Inertial Sensors for Upper Extremity Monitoring During Rehabilitation

This thesis compares the quantifiable data from a low bandwidth inertial sensor to that of
a high bandwidth, high accuracy video based motion capture system for assessing upper
extremity motion. The goal is to develop a system which can collect and characterize motion data
that is comparable to current state of the art research equipment using only commercially viable
products. First a low cost, low bandwidth inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor that can be
strapped to a person’s wrist is interfaced via I2C connection to an Arduino board. Custom
firmware on the Arduino is used to collect relevant motion data pertaining to the person’s upper
extremity. This data is sent to a LabVIEW interface on a computer where it can be monitored in
real time by a physician. For comparison, data from the exercises is also collected from the Eagle
motion capture system from Movement Analysis Co. A side by side comparison is given between
the IMU sensor and the motion capture system.
The same IMU sensor system, firmware and software, is then implemented on a standard
weighted bar, a common rehabilitation device. Using a motor driven weight and closed loop
feedback control, the system can adjust the weight distribution of the bar. The sensitivity and
balance of the bar can all be fine-tuned for specific patient needs. The goal is to allow clinicians
to provide personalized training and exercise adjustments, while simultaneously monitoring a
patient’s performance in real time for a more targeted rehabilitation.
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When analyzing wearable IMU sensors, the correspondence of individual features
extracted varies depending on several aspects of the sensors and motion being performed. In
particular, mean acceleration does not correspond well to the camera system. Linear negative
mean jerk metric had high correspondence, particularly for cases with less smooth motion. RMS
acceleration magnitude showed high correspondence when not corrupted by measurement error.
Dominant frequencies only show high correspondence when noticeable shaking is present, and
may not be useful otherwise. The frequencies also tend to appear on specific axes, which is
dependent on the motion being performed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
On average, every 40 seconds someone in the United States experiences a stroke. That is
a total of 795,000 new and recurrent cases of stroke each year, with 610,000 of them being first
time attacks [1]. According to data from 2006-2010 the overall prevalence of stroke also
continues to remain roughly unchanged [1]. Stroke is a serious illness, accounting for over 16%
of the deaths attributable to cardiovascular diseases, second only to coronary heart disease [1].
Unfortunately it is also the leading cause of long term disabilities for those that survive. After
suffering a stroke approximately 50% of people suffer from hemiparesis, a weakness in half of
the body, 30% struggle to walk, and 46% suffer from cognitive deficits [1, 2].
Wearable sensors show strong promise in their capability to be used for monitoring
patients for extended periods of time, especially those with chronic conditions or ones at risk for
sudden medical attacks [3]. With the advent of low cost miniature sensors, along with strong
support and funding from research efforts spurring innovation, wearable sensors are becoming far
more widespread. Advancements in mobile phones, and wireless communication such as
Bluetooth, allow easily accessible gateways for transmitting health information from sensors
wirelessly [4]. Many of the systems currently adopted have been designed to collect basic
physiological measurements such as heart rate, blood pressure etc. and are essentially used for
health and wellness monitoring, and in some cases safety monitoring [4]. In clinical settings,
however, much of the post stroke health assessment is still performed by a clinician in person.
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There is also a large disparity between typical rehabilitation equipment, which may range
from simple items such as weights for resistive training, to advanced robotic systems used in
research labs. Examples of high end systems used in research are the MIT-Manus [5], ARMguide [6], and Mirror-Image Motion Enabler (MIME) [7] for upper extremity training. Other post
stroke robotic training devices include the Lokomat [8] and WalkTrainer [9] used for gait training
during stroke recovery. Some of the major drawbacks to these systems include their high cost and
complexity which restricts their wide use in the medical field outside of research [10].

1.2 Methods of Upper Limb Assessment for Post Stroke Treatment

1.2.1

Clinician Assessment
The current most common practice for assessing the functional ability of upper limb

motion in patients is to have a clinician watch the patient perform a series of tasks in a
standardized test. These tests include extensive assessments such as the Wolf Motor Function
Test (WMFT), and Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA). The clinician then scores the patient on how
well they performed the test and/or how long the task took to complete [11-13]. While this is
generally adequate, it can leave some margin for error based on clinician scoring bias and human
error. In particular, when evaluating the Functional Ability Scale (FAS) score of the WMFT,
inter-rater reliabilities given

by intraclass correlation coefficients may range from

0.36 to 0.94 [14].
Each assessment may also require 30-45 minutes of time per evaluation and should
ideally be performed as often as possible during the recovery period to provide an accurate
measure of the patient’s progress post stroke [15-18]. This is an unrealistic goal however, given
the limited number of clinicians and their available time. Because of these issues, there has been
2

extensive research into automating these diagnostic assessments to provide the same or increased
amount of data while simultaneously alleviating strain on overtaxed healthcare workers.

1.2.2

Video Based Motion Capture
One of the gold standards for motion analysis is video based motion capture via camera

[19]. There are two common methods of video motion capture, marker-less and marker based
tracking. Marker-less systems are typically used for general object tracking and are less accurate
at a more detailed level, producing pose estimates with up to 7° average error in joint angles [20,
21]. In contrast, marker based systems can offer superior sub-millimeter positioning accuracy and
will hence be the benchmark for comparison of the system developed in this thesis. The Eagle
Digital System from Motion Analysis Co. utilized in this study uses 6 high definition cameras at a
capture rate of 100Hz.
While camera based motion capture systems can provide an exceptional level of
positioning accuracy, they tend to be very large systems confined to specialized laboratories.
They also require extensive setup time and calibration before using. Marker based tracking also
requires that the patient don a large set of reflective markers or a specialized article of clothing
for the cameras to track. Furthermore, the systems are costly and require specialized knowledge
to utilize, all of which is a major hindrance barring these systems from practical utilization and
commercialization [19].
Despite this, there have been positive results in the area of video based motion capture for
clinical assessment. Camera systems have been successfully used to autonomously capture
accurate timing information about the duration of movement during tasks. This could be used to
replace the timing score portion of the WMFT but not the FAS [22]. Other work has shown
comparable results in automated scoring using low bandwidth (30Hz) video sensors when
3

compared to more advanced higher cost higher bandwidth (480Hz) systems. However, with the
lower accuracy sensors, at least two sets of data on a repeated motion are required to obtain
reliable results [23].

1.2.3

Wearable Sensor Technology
Studies have shown that wearable IMU sensors can be used to estimate Fugl-Meyer

assessment scores. These systems typically require an array of accelerometers attached to the
patient at multiple points along their upper extremity [24]. Although this technique has shown
some success, having a large number of sensors attached precisely along the patient's arm can be
both complicated and time consuming. A similar system was used to compare Fugl-Meyer scores
with Functional Ability Scale (FAS) scores of the WMFT, and ultimately to autonomously
estimate FAS scores [25]. Wearable accelerometers have also been used to monitor recovery in
the "hot" period immediately following a stroke. In this case, data gathered was used to
approximate standard clinical National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) scores [26].
A reasonable conclusion that's been drawn from these studies is that wearable IMU
sensors can in fact be successfully used to capture and characterize a person's motion. Despite
this, these technologies have not replaced traditional rehabilitation techniques. Elaborate arrays of
sensors which require expert knowledge to set up and use, in addition to the large amount of time
required for calibration have limited the widespread adoption of this technology.

4

1.3 Automated Devices for Upper Limb Rehabilitation
While much effort has been spent on automated systems for characterizing patient motion
during post stroke recovery, utilization of this data for real time refinement of exercise methods in
rehabilitation is still somewhat lacking. Many current methods of robotic assisted recovery focus
not on new methods of rehabilitation but on augmenting or automating current methods [27-30].
In these current methods, robotic devices are used to apply additional loads or constraints on the
patient, providing higher consistency over longer periods of time which can improve a patient’s
overall recovery [31, 32].
When critiquing robotic assistive devices some studies suggest that the level of recovery
after a chronic stroke may be independent of the amount of robot assistance as long as the time
and magnitude of practice is comparable [33, 34]. This suggests there are several other areas
where these assistive devices may also be helpful. By automating labor intensive tasks, clinicians
can focus on providing quality care that is targeted to the specific individual. Automated testing
also helps eliminate biases caused by human assessment and helps standardize exercise
procedures.
Specifically, in the case of upper extremity training, research has shown that bilateral arm
training, where both arms are working together, can provide an increased improvement in force
generation over single arm training alone [35, 36]. This suggests that it may be more
advantageous to utilize a device that can focus on training the affected limb in conjunction with
the unaffected limb. This is in contrast to many traditional training methods such as Constraint
Induced Therapy (CIT), where the unaffected arm is restrained and not trained actively with the
affected arm [37]. In this case, bilateral arm training may be more beneficial for improved force
generation while distributed CIT may be more useful for functional ability [35]. For this study the
sensor system is placed in a weighted bar, which requires both hands to use, with the focus on
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improving bilateral strength and coordination. The goal for this device should focus on improving
exercises as they pertain to both arms.

1.4 Research Goals
While other studies have shown that sensor platforms and robotic assistive devices can be
significantly helpful in reducing the burden on clinicians and improving the patient’s overall
recovery experience, many of these systems have not been commercially developed. Some of the
major barriers for these systems include cost, portability, and the complexity of the system.
Therefore this thesis presents a design for a low cost alternative that could be viable for
commercialization while still providing easily quantifiable data that is comparable to the current
state of the art in motion capture systems. To facilitate the development of this system, the
following goals were set for this research:
1) Develop a low cost, low bandwidth sensor system that can be used to capture and
characterize upper limb motion.
2) Extract data from the sensor comparable to current high quality motion capture systems.
3) Design a device that can incorporate the same sensor system to provide real-time exercise
adjustments.
To achieve these goals a low cost inertial sensor is selected that could be easily attached
to a person’s wrist without interfering with their motion. The sensor is interfaced using an
Arduino microcontroller board which is used to compute various positions, accelerations, and jerk
calculations of the motion of the upper extremities. This information is sent via serial port to a
computer where it is used to track the progress of the patient. For comparison, the IMU motion
data is compared to that of the video based Eagle system, one of the current state of the art
6

systems used in biomechanics research. The same sensor platform is then implemented in a
weighted bar to provide real time feedback on the motion of the exercise being performed. The
goal is to not only supply physicians with patient progress information, but also apply this data in
a way that can adjust the responsiveness of the exercise equipment on the fly and provide a more
targeted and refined rehabilitation procedure.

1.5 Thesis Outline
The following thesis contains five chapters. Chapter 1 outlines the motivation for this
research, as well as other current methods for movement assessment during post stroke recovery.
Chapter 2 discusses the construction of a wearable sensor platform, and the custom LabVIEW
software interface, that can be used to collect motion data of the upper extremities during
rehabilitation. Chapter 3 covers the experimental testing procedure for comparing the low cost,
low bandwidth sensor to a high performance video based motion capture system. Chapter 4
covers the integration of the sensor system into a standard weighted rehabilitation bar for real
time adjustments to exercise routines. Lastly, Chapter 5 details the results and conclusions from
testing and integrating the sensor platform and discusses future work that can be built upon this
system.
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Chapter 2
Wearable Sensor Platform
2.1 Hardware
The hardware for the wrist sensor contains three simple components, an IMU sensor, a
cloth wrist strap, and a microcontroller to process the data and send it to the computer. The sensor
chosen is the low cost, 9 degree of freedom IMU Sensor Stick SEN-10724 from SparkFun
(Figure 2.1). The sensor contains a 3 axis ADXL345 accelerometer, a 3 axis ITG-3200 MEMS
gyroscope, and a HMC5883L magnetometer. For this application the magnetometer is unused
since it is unimportant which direction in absolute space the wearer is facing.

Figure 2.2 Arduino UNO microcontroller.

Figure 2.1 SparFun 9 DoF sensor stick.

The microcontroller used is an Arduino UNO (Figure 2.2), which is connected to the
IMU sensor via an I2C connection. The I2C SDA and SCL pins on the sensor connect to the SDA
(A4) and SCL (A5) pins on the Arduino respectively (Figure C.1). The firmware however, will
work with any standard Arduino model with I2C connections. The sensor is then sewn directly to
the wrist strap so it can be comfortably attached to the person’s wrist. Wires run from the wrist to
the Arduino which can easily be attached to the person’s belt. Figure 2.3 shows the final device
attached to a person’s wrist.
8

Figure 2.3 Wrist sensor on wrist band attached to person’s arm.

Figure 2.4 describes the establishment of the coordinate system for the wrist sensor. All
coordinates are given for the right hand, however values are directly transferable between limbs.
The x axis is defined as being coincident with the axis of the forearm between the center of the
elbow and the center of the wrist. The y axis is defined as extending from the inside of the wrist
towards the thumb and the z axis is defined as extending from the wrist out the back of the hand.
Pitch, 𝜃, is the angle of tilt between the forearm (x axis) and the horizontal ground plane. Roll, 𝜑,
is defined as the rotation angle about the x axis. Yaw is not used for this analysis, and can be
unreliable to compute using a magnetometer, which can be sensitive to electromagnetic noise.
The value however would be defined as rotation about the global z axis perpendicular to the
ground plane. Prior to applying a rotation sequence, this is coincident with the local y axis. The
transformation that maps ground coordinates into the body coordinates described is given by the
‘YZX’ sequence of the Tait-Bryan angle convention by rotating through the previously defined
local yaw angle, followed by pitch, and finally roll.

y
y

x

𝜑

𝜃

x
x
z

Figure 2.4 Body coordinate system for wrist sensor. Right arm shown in neutral position, back of the
hand facing outwards away from the body.
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2.2 Firmware
The firmware on the Arduino serves two primary purposes. First, it samples both the
accelerometer and gyroscope at a rate of approximately 22-25Hz and converts this data into
several useful measurements. Second, the information of interest is transmitted via serial
communication to a computer. Figure 2.5 shows the program flow for the firmware.

Initialize
accel, gyro,
and variables

Read
gyroscope
Read
accelerometer

Compute 𝜃𝑎 /𝜑𝑎

Complementary
Filter (𝜃/𝜑)

Remove gravity
& Compute jerk

Program
Loop

Update Orientation
Serial data
Stream to
computer
Figure 2.5 Wrist sensor program flow chart.
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2.2.1

Complementary Filter Design
All of the onboard calculations are performed in the UpdateOrientation function of the

firmware. First the current acceleration values are stored as previous values so they can be used
when taking derivatives. Pitch, 𝜃, and roll, 𝜑, angles are then calculated by combining the
accelerometer and gyroscope measurements using a complementary filter (Equations (2.1) and
(2.2)). Here ()-1 are values from the previous iteration and 𝛿𝑡 is the time between each iteration.
The complementary filter combines a low pass filter applied to 𝜃𝑎 /𝜑𝑎 , values computed from the
accelerometer, with a high pass filter applied to the gyroscope signal. The low pass filter helps
eliminate both changes in position estimation caused by sudden spikes in acceleration from
sudden motion and noise from the accelerometer. Using the gyroscope, the high pass filter allows
for tracking the estimated position during sudden movement changes, and also eliminates drift
caused by the gyroscope when no motion is present. This provides an optimal balance between
long term and short term tracking. A value of 0.98 is selected for the complementary filter gain 𝑎.

𝜃 = 𝑎(𝜃−1 + 𝜔𝑝 𝛿𝑡) + (1 − 𝑎)𝜃𝑎

(2.1)

𝜑 = 𝑎(𝜑−1 + 𝜔𝑥 𝛿𝑡) + (1 − 𝑎)𝜑𝑎

(2.2)

It is important to note the ranges for 𝜃 and 𝜑. Pitching is restricted to fall within the range
±90°; straight up (+) and straight down (–). This is reasonable as it is unlikely that the person will
be extending their arm behind their back during any regular exercise or evaluation. However if
excessive motion does occur, the calculations are still valid and the values shown for pitch are
still correct, just with respect to a different yaw value, which is not used. There is no issue with
pitch in the complementary filter when combining the accelerometer readings, which are
constrained, with the gyroscope readings, which when integrated result in a continuous angle that
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is not constrained to a certain range. This is because the ±90° range is continuous when mapped
to the entire 360° range. Roll however, is constrained to lie within the range of ±180° with 0°
indicating the back of the hand is oriented facing outward away from the person’s body.
Pronation of the wrist results in an increase in 𝜑, moving towards the palm of the hand facing
down, while supination of the wrist results in a decrease in 𝜑, moving towards the palm of the
hand facing upwards. Unlike pitch, the ±180° range is not continuous when mapped to 360°,
having a sudden discontinuity between +180° and -180°. While the equation for 𝜑𝑎 handles this
without issue, the complementary filter cannot suddenly change the value of the gyroscope being
integrated. This scenario however, is not physically likely to occur since it would involve
pronating or supinating the arm over 180°.
The values of 𝜃𝑎 and 𝜑𝑎 are computed using the accelerometer measurements, shown in
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. Roll could be calculated by excluding the 𝑎𝑥 term in
Equation (2.4), however this can lead to instability when 𝜃 approaches ±90°. When the sensor is
vertical, there is no acceleration from gravity in the y or z direction leading to unstable and
potentially random values being computed. To ensure that the estimate is stable, and remains
accurate over a pitch of approximately ±80°, a small portion of 𝑎𝑥 is included the calculation for
roll, this [38]. Anywhere above this point and the approximation tends toward 𝜑𝑎 = 0.

𝑎𝑥

𝜃𝑎 = −arctan
(

√𝑎𝑦2

+

(2.3)
𝑎𝑧2

)

+

𝑎𝑦2

𝑎𝑧

𝜑𝑎 = arctan
(

√0.01 ∗
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𝑎𝑥2

(2.4)
)

Note that by using 𝜔𝑥 in Equation (2.2) instead of the more complete formulation for
representing 𝜑̇ in angular velocity rates, the equation has been simplified some. The angular
velocity about the pitching axis 𝜔𝑝 is more difficult to calculate since it may change as the
person’s arm rotates through any arbitrary roll angle. The values for 𝜑, 𝜔𝑦 , and 𝜔𝑧 can be
combined to determine 𝜔𝑝 , given by Equation (2.5). This value is then used in the
complementary filter equation. The sign of the 𝜔𝑧 term depends on the direction the sensor is
facing, z+ to the left or right. By using this sign convention, 𝜔𝑝 will always be positive for
pitching the arm upwards away from the ground, which is consistent with the convention for 𝜃.
𝜔𝑝 = −𝜔𝑦 sin(𝜑) ± 𝜔𝑧 cos(𝜑)

2.2.2

(2.5)

Jerk Analysis
There are two components of jerk that are of interest for computing motion smoothness.

They are linear jerk, derived from the accelerometer readings, and angular jerk, derived from the
gyroscope readings. To compute linear jerk, the derivatives of the accelerometer readings are
taken. Gravity is first subtracted from each of the accelerometer reading using the previous
known pitch and roll angles to determine the correct amount of offset for subtraction, Equations
(2.6) to (2.8). The variation in the equations for 𝑎𝑦−𝑔 and 𝑎𝑧−𝑔 are to ensure the correct sign is
used when removing gravity, and are adjusted to compensate for the convention used to define 𝜑.
These values, combined with the previously stored accelerometer values are used to compute the
derivative using a simple finite difference operator. Equation (2.9) shows the calculations for jerk
in the x, y, and z axes. The linear jerk 𝑗𝑙 is then calculated by taking the magnitude of the x, y, and
z jerk values, Equation (2.10). Angular jerk about the roll axis is computed by taking the second
derivative of 𝜔𝑥 , Equation (2.11), where 𝛼𝑥 (angular acceleration) is the first derivative and is
given by a finite difference operator on 𝜔𝑥 in Equation (2.12).
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𝑎𝑥−𝑔 = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑔 sin(𝜃)

𝑎𝑦−𝑔 = {

(2.6)

𝑎𝑦 + 𝑔 cos(𝜑) cos(𝜃),
𝑎𝑦 − 𝑔 cos(𝜋 − 𝜑) cos(𝜃),

|𝜑 < 90°|
|𝜑 ≥ 90°|

(2.7)

𝑎𝑧 − 𝑔 sin(𝜑) cos(𝜃),
𝑎𝑧 − 𝑔 sin(𝜋 − 𝜑) cos(𝜃),

|𝜑 < 90°|
|𝜑 ≥ 90°|

(2.8)

𝑎𝑧−𝑔 = {

𝑗𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖−𝑔 − 𝑎𝑖−𝑔−1 )

1
𝛿𝑡

(2.9)

𝑗𝑙 = √𝑗𝑥2 + 𝑗𝑦2 + 𝑗𝑧2

(2.10)

1
𝛿𝑡

(2.11)

1
𝛿𝑡

(2.12)

𝑗𝑎 = (𝛼𝑥 − 𝛼𝑥−1 )

𝛼𝑥 = (𝜔𝑥 − 𝜔𝑥−1 )

2.3 Data Display
To visualize the data collected from the Arduino in a meaningful way, a custom
LabVIEW Graphical User Interface (GUI) was created, Figure 2.6. The interface allows the
clinician to record and view a large collection of data for any number of patients. The top graph
in the GUI displays the progress the person has made in recovery by displaying changes in overall
smoothness over time of recovery. The middle graph shows linear and pronation smoothness
values for the selected or current exercise. The bottom graph displays the forearm’s inclination
angle (pitch) and the wrist’s rotation (roll) throughout the selected or current exercise. All of the
data collected and processed by LabVIEW is exported to a spreadsheet where it can be further
analyzed for experimentation.
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Figure 2.6 Wrist sensor LabVIEW GUI.

2.4 Data Handling and Processing

2.4.1

Data Retrieval
In the Arduino’s firmware setup a serial communication line to the computer is opened,

which allows data to be streamed to the computer each program iteration. The data is sent in the
format V1 x V2 x V3 x etc. where V1 , V2 , V3 … are the parameters of interest, and x = {a,b,c,d,e,f}
is a char variable used to delineate the numerical data which may be of varying length. The value
“f” is last and is considered the stop bit signaling that all six values have been sent.
When the “Connect” button in the LabVIEW GUI is pressed, the selected COM port is
opened at 9600 Baud to match the connection to the Arduino. The buffer on the computer is then
flushed, so only current, real-time data is being received. LabVIEW then waits for the buffer on
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the COM port to reach a certain threshold, above which it can be guaranteed that an entire string
of data has been received before extracting the data from the buffer. This technique permits
LabVIEW to collect the entire string of six data points simultaneously and correctly sort it into an
array. The key aspect that allows the handshaking between the Arduino and LabVIEW function
properly is that the LabVIEW program runs at a significantly higher speed than the Arduino’s
firmware. Since the data is only being transmitted in one direction, LabVIEW only needs to
collect the data faster than it is being sent. This ensures that no data back up in the computer’s
buffer.

2.4.2

Smoothness Calculations
Several methods for calculating movement smoothness of the upper extremity were

considered. Popular methods include the jerk metric, speed metric, mean arrest period ratio, peaks
metric, and the tent metric [39]. Since one of the goals with the device is to provide real time
exercise information, a smoothness metric that can be calculated in real time would be the most
advantageous. The peaks metric and tent metric are both most accurate when performed on the
data as a post process. Of the other metrics, mean arrest period ratio and the speed metric both
depend on velocity measurements. Since a majority of the raw data comes from accelerometers,
there tends to be a fairly significant drift in velocity values when integration of the signal takes
place. This is drift error is magnified when the value of gravity cannot be perfectly removed from
the accelerometer readings as the sensor moves and rotates in space. The jerk metric however
offers a reasonable solution to all of these issues.
The jerk metric is calculated by taking the negative of the average jerk magnitude and is
given by Equations (2.13) and (2.14). These equations are presented in recursive form where n is
the current iteration (number of data points), and 𝑗𝑙/𝑎 is the average jerk from the previous
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iteration. Normally, the metric is normalized by the peak speed, however because velocity values
here tend to drift this is unreliable. Also, since this is calculated in real time, the smoothness
graph would experience significant discontinuities as the maximum value of the velocity may
suddenly change during the exercise. For these reasons, this portion is omitted. This does not
adversely affect the resulting outcome since changes in overall movement speed do not cause a
significant difference when compared to changes in jerkiness of movement and since jerk is the
derivative of acceleration, any drifting is eliminated. Finally, by taking the negative of the mean
jerk, higher values of the metric correspond to smoother motions. The final value of 𝑆𝐿 and 𝑆𝑃 at
the end of the motion performed is the same value as computing the metric over the entire data set
in post, which is the typical procedure.

𝑆𝐿 = −

(𝑛 − 1) ∗ 𝑗𝑙 + 𝑗𝑙
𝑛

(2.13)

𝑆𝑃 = −

(𝑛 − 1) ∗ 𝑗𝑎 + 𝑗𝑎
𝑛

(2.14)

Two different versions of smoothness are calculated, linear (3D) smoothness and
pronation smoothness. Linear smoothness is calculated using jerk values computed by taking the
derivative of the accelerometer readings, whereas pronation smoothness is angular jerk calculated
by taking the second derivative of the angular velocity about the x axis which is in line with the
person’s arm. In this way, linear smoothness provides a measure of the overall smoothness of the
wrist’s motion in space while the pronation smoothness provides a more sensitive measure of
shaking in the hand.
An example plot of both smoothness values when lifting a can from a desk to the mouth
is shown in Figure 2.7. Note the Y axis for pronation smoothness has been adjusted to match the
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same order of magnitude as the linear smoothness. For this case the overall trajectory of the
motion was relatively shaky, shown by the large dip in both smoothness curves. Note that the
movement starts at approximately 2.5 seconds and ends at approximately 6 seconds. A threshold
is set for the jerk value so that the smoothness values remain constant when there is no motion, as
is the case when the signal is outside of this time range. Without this threshold the calculation for
smoothness would drift upwards towards 0 when the person is stationary.

Figure 2.7 Wrist sensor linear and pronation smoothness graph.

2.4.3

Data Post Processing
When an exercise task is started, data from the Arduino along with the smoothness

calculations are collected by appending the data to an array which is displayed on the real time
graphs. When the task is completed, additional post processing is performed before the data can
be written to a file. First, to avoid the buffer from overflowing, the connection to the device is
temporarily suspended until the routine is complete. Next, the absolute times from the start and
stop of the exercise are subtracted to obtain the exercise duration. A SubVI in the LabVIEW
program then extracts the final linear and angular smoothness values. The final value here is
equivalent to the negative mean jerk metric that would normally be computed in post, and is
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therefore reported by itself. Finally, the user is also prompted for any comments regarding the
task, which are appended to the data as well. The connection to the device is then restored and the
program resumes normal operation.
Once the summary information is gathered and appended to the first column in the data
stream, the data remain in the program memory. This allows each exercise stored in the log to be
viewed again on the central graphs when the live streaming is not active. It also allows the
exercise summary information and comments to be edited, or the exercise deleted entirely. All
exercises in the log can then be written to a .csv file to load and add to later, or in this case to
perform further motion analysis in MATLAB.
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Chapter 3
Sensor Testing
3.1 Experimental Setup
A direct comparison experiment is performed to evaluate the performance accuracy of the
wrist sensor compared to that of a current gold standard in motion capture analysis. The system
used as the standard for comparison is the Eagle motion capture system by Motion Analysis Corp.
This system is calibrated to within 0.5mm of positioning accuracy and will be the benchmark for
comparison to the new device. It is well known that systems such as these can be used to
successfully characterize the motion profiles of an individual. The purpose of this experiment is
to evaluate the quality of feature sets, and examine any correspondence in features between the
two systems.
Since the ultimate goal is to use the developed system in a stroke based rehabilitation
setting, two tasks from the Wolf Motor Function Test are selected as the basis for the experiment.
The two tasks are: lifting a can from a desk to the person’s mouth (Figure 3.1), and lifting a
basket from the person’s side and sitting it on a table (Figure 3.2). Both tasks involve the motion
of only one extremity and focus on the quality of overall limb motion as opposed to tasks that
require high dexterity, fine motor skills, or the use of both arms.
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Figure 3.1 Wolf Motor Function Test task 9; lifting a can.

Figure 3.2 Wolf Motor Function Test task 17; lifting a basket.
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Four different experiments were performed for this study, listed in Table 3.1. These
include: normal/baseline, varying speed from slow to fast, varying amount of shaking similar to
hand tremors, and varying amount of disjointed movements which results in increased sub
motions from constant starting and stopping. Sample velocity profiles for these experiments are
shown in Figure 3.3. The axes on these graphs have been scaled to the same dimensions for
comparison. Two tasks, lifting a can and lifting a basket, were performed for each experiment.
Six trials of each task were performed for each experiment for a total of forty eight sample runs of
data. Together this provides a range of motion types to examine.

Table 3.1 List of experiments performed.

Experiment

Task

Trials

Experiment 1
Normal

Lifting Can

6 Trials Normal

Lifting Basket

6 Trials Normal

Experiment 2
Variable Speed

Lifting Can

6 Trials Slow to Fast

Lifting Basket

6 Trials Slow to Fast

Experiment 3
Variable
Shaking/Tremor

Lifting Can

6 Trials Mild to Severe

Lifting Basket

6 Trials Mild to Severe

Experiment 4
Variable
Starting/Stopping

Lifting Can

6 Trials Mild to Severe

Lifting Basket

6 Trials Mild to Severe
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Figure 3.3 Sample velocity profiles for experiment 1 (Top), experiment 2 (Second), experiment 3
(Third), experiment 4 (Bottom).
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Motion data is collected from the Eagle system using an array of reflective, spherical
markers approximately 0.5in diameter attached to the person’s arm using a strong, double sided
adhesive. Four markers placed in the middle of the forearm are used to identify the forearm in 3D
space, shown in Figure 3.4 Right. For calibration, a temporary array of four additional markers is
placed on the arm; two on the inside and outside of the wrist, and two on the inside and outside of
the elbow (Figure 3.4 Left) that is removed for the actual experiment leaving only the four
original markers. Using multiple markers in this manner allows the entire forearm to be modeled
as a rigid body. It is important to note this simplification of the system, which reduces the
complicated joint movement between the elbow and wrist to a single rotating rigid bar. Effects
caused by non-rigid motion of the forearm during pronation/supination, which slightly deforms
the four-marker cluster on the forearm, are neglected.
While motion data could be extracted along any point of the forearm, only information
from the wrist is used in the comparison to match what is gathered from the IMU sensor, which is
mounted directly to the wrist between the two reflective wrist markers. The camera system
contains six high definition cameras that operate at 100 Hz sampling frequency and collect
position data for each of the reflective markers, while the IMU sensor operates at a varying
frequency of approximately 22-25 Hz, collecting inertial measurements at the wrist.
To make a direct comparison between the two systems, data points collected by the
camera system must first be mapped into the local body frame coordinate system of the wrist
sensor. After calibration, the locations of the reflective markers in the forearm cluster can easily
be represented in the local anatomical coordinate system. A 4x4 transformation matrix is then
computed which transforms the ground coordinates measured by the camera system into body
coordinates. Singular value decomposition is used to perform the least squares 3D rigid body
transformation between the two coordinate bases. The resultant eigenvectors represent the
orthonormal rotation matrix and translation vector that comprise the transformation matrix. In
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addition, by decomposing the transformation matrix, the values for the Tait-Bryan roll, pitch, yaw
angles can be computed. Note there is potentially some minor error introduced into the model at
this stage due to the potentially non-rigid motion of the reflective markers attached to the patient.

Figure 3.4 Experimental setup with wrist sensor including forearm reflective markers (Right), and
calibration markers (Left).

3.2 Post Processing Feature Extraction
Unlike the camera system, data gathered from the wrist sensor is originally collected at a
variable sampling frequency; having data points with non-uniform time spacing. This is caused
by slight fluctuations in the Arduino’s program speed. By interpolating the data, it can be
resampled to a uniform frequency equal to that of the average sampling frequency from the
original system. Since the values are more accurate without interpolating, the original data is kept
for features that do not require a uniform sampling frequency. Since the FFT function assumes
uniform sampling, it is important to use data sampled at a constant frequency when computing
dominant frequencies.
Filtering is also applied to some of the data before feature extraction. Data collected from
the camera system is given as position coordinates and must be differentiated three times to reach
values for jerk. Unfortunately this causes noise in the data to be magnified to such an extent that
it then dominates the original signal. After each stage of differentiation a 6th order low pass
Butterworth filter is applied with a cutoff frequency of 12 Hz. Since the highest frequency that
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can be measured by the wrist sensor is approximately 12 Hz, this cutoff frequency ensures the
same range of frequency content remains in the signal while eliminating noise that becomes over
amplified. To remove any bias caused by gross movement changes when looking at dominant
frequencies, an additional high pass filter is applied with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz to both
systems at the acceleration and jerk levels prior to extracting features. The values chosen for both
filters are also coincident with filters selected in similar research [24-26].
The list of twenty four features, shown in Table 3.2, is extracted from the data set to be
used as potential characteristics of the motion. Values involving magnitude are taken to be the
square root of the sum of squares of the x, y, and z axes. Angular (x) refers to rotation about the x
axis, or roll. For the wrist sensor this is computed directly from the gyroscope readings and their
derivatives. It should be noted that not all the features extracted are independent from one
another. For example, features that look at the magnitude are simply a combination of the signals
from the individual x, y, and z axes. This means the actual dimensionality of the feature set is
somewhat smaller than the list given.
Table 3.2 List of features extracted from wrist sensor and camera system.
Number

Feature

1-3

Mean Acceleration
x, y, z

4-7

RMS Acceleration
x, y, z, Magnitude

8-11

Dominant Frequency
x, y, z, Magnitude

12-16

RMS Jerk
x, y, z, Magnitude, Angular (x)

17-21

Dominant Frequency
x, y, z, Magnitude, Angular (x)
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Peak Velocity
Magnitude

23-24

Jerk Metric
Linear, Angular (x)
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3.3 Comparison to Video Motion Capture
The two feature sets gathered from each system are compared directly for matching
accuracy and inconsistencies. Table A.1 through Table A.8 show the percent error for each of the
features for each exercise. The same information is shown on Figure A.1 - Figure A.5, where
values exceeding 100% are truncated to 100%. It is assumed here that the features extracted from
the camera system are accurate values and hence the error between the systems is given by
Equation (3.1). Given this list of errors for each feature across all trials, the following set of
observations and conclusions can be drawn. See Appendix A: Feature Errors for more details.

%𝐸 =

3.3.1

𝑓𝑤𝑠 − 𝑓𝑐𝑠
∗ 100%
𝑓𝑐𝑠

(3.1)

Mean Acceleration
Features 1-3, mean acceleration in each axis (x, y, and z), do not provide accurate

correspondence between the two systems for either activity over any variation in motion. For
every experiment these features showed the highest percent error (Mx=5357.9 SDx=11400,
My=14324 SDy=22176, Mz=38503 SDz=92531) with no improvement in any situation.
Figure 3.5 shows the values for the mean acceleration in the x and y directions plotted against one
another, and are similar to those including z. Note that the square markers represent data from the
camera system and are all clustered around zero, while the diamond markers from the wrist
sensor are very spread out. It is expected however, that the values should lie close to zero since
the motion profile starts and ends at a fixed location with no velocity.
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Discrepancies between the data can be seen in Figure 3.6, which shows the filtered x, y, z
acceleration values vs. time for experiment 4, lifting a basket, trial 1. Many of the graph points
between the two systems do not align for each axis. Higher sampling rate from the camera
system, thresholding for near zero acceleration and slight bias on the wrist sensor all contribute to
this. Furthermore, repeated differentiation on the camera data behaves as a high pass filter, further
driving the mean towards zero, which can be seen by the high accuracy and precision of the data
points clustered around zero in Figure 3.5. From an analysis perspective, having a feature whose
value remains constant, in this case zero, for all conditions is not useful in characterizing the data.
One solution is to use a measure of magnitude for the acceleration instead of a simple average.
For this study, RMS acceleration is extracted as another feature.

Mean Y Acceleration (m/s2)
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0.4
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1

Mean X Acceleration (m/s2)
Figure 3.5 Mean x acceleration vs. mean y acceleration features from wrist sensor and camera
system.
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Figure 3.6 Acceleration vs. time for experiment 4, lifting a basket, trial 1.
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3.3.2

RMS Acceleration Magnitude
The RMS value of the acceleration magnitude had better correspondence when lifting a

basket compared to lifting a can. In addition, when looking solely at the basket activity, RMS
acceleration magnitude had the best correspondence, with the highest consistency, of any feature
for every trial. There are several potential causes for this discrepancy between the two tasks.
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the raw acceleration magnitude for each task from experiment 4,
trial 1.
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Figure 3.7 Acceleration magnitude for experiment 4, lifting a can, trial 1, wrist sensor (Left), camera
system (Right).
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Figure 3.8 Acceleration magnitude for experiment 4, lifting a basket, trial 1, wrist sensor (Left),
camera system (Right).
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Using unfiltered data, the acceleration magnitude from the wrist sensor climbs
significantly at the end of the motion when lifting a can, as shown in Figure 3.7 Left, unlike when
lifting the basket or when using the camera system. This is most likely caused when the forearm
tilts to a very sharp angle. In this orientation it becomes difficult to calculate the roll angle
precisely and hence difficult to know the proportion of gravity to subtract from each axis. The
acceleration in each axis then drifts away and the problem is compounded when the magnitude is
taken. This same issue also arises in problems with other features such as peak velocity. In
contrast, when lifting the basket, there is no extraneous acceleration drift since the angles are
constrained to a more reasonable range. This is also in agreement with the fact that the difference
between the RMS acceleration magnitudes is consistently higher for the wrist sensor when lifting
a can. When lifting the basket, the difference fluctuates closer to zero and alternates sign as seen

RMS Accel Magnitude Difference
(WS-CS)

in Figure 3.9.
Lifting Can

0.9

Lifting Basket

0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
-0.1
-0.3
Normal

Speed
Shake
Experiment

Start-Stop

Figure 3.9 Average difference between wrist sensor RMS acceleration magnitude and camera system
RMS acceleration magnitude.
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3.3.3

Linear Negative Mean Jerk Metric
Overall the feature with the best correspondence accuracy including both activities is the

linear negative mean jerk metric. This feature had the lowest average percent error (15%) when
looking at the dataset as a whole (Table 3.3). Furthermore, it can be seen that the correspondence
accuracy of this feature improves for movements with less smooth motion. Experiments 3 and 4
for instance had significantly higher accuracy when compared to experiment 1. As the motion
becomes shakier, the mean jerk value, used to calculate this metric, increases. Consequently,
differences between the two systems become small relative to the size of the mean jerk value.
This results in the higher accuracy seen as a lower percent error and smaller standard deviation in
Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Average percent error for negative mean jerk metric between the wrist sensor and camera
system.

Varying

Mean % Error (M) and Standard Deviation (SD)

All Combined

M=15.0 SD=11.7

Normal

M=22.8 SD=15.8

Speed

M=15.2 SD=12.3

Shaking

M=13.9 SD=6.50

Start-Stop

M=8.09 SD=4.97

3.3.4

Dominant Frequencies
Several conclusions can be drawn from looking at the collection of dominant frequency

features. The most noticeable is that movement which contains some form of notable shaking has
better correspondence between dominant frequencies. Conversely, movement with little to no
shaking, as in experiments 1 and 2, has poor correspondence between dominant frequency
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features. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show a comparison of the frequency spectrums of the y
acceleration for lifting a can while varying shaking and speed respectively. For the case where
significant shaking is present, a strong peak at approximately 8Hz can be seen. However, for the
speed trial the peaks are very low, their relative distances causing a large percent error. To make
the plots comparable, the Y axis of each plot has been scaled to the same magnitude.
In addition, when no dominant frequency is present in the 2.5-11 Hz range, it is possible
that any dominant frequencies may get absorbed by the 0 Hz bias, as seen in Figure 3.11. This
effect is controlled somewhat by the high pass filter for cases where a dominant frequency is
present. However, when there is no dominant frequency, or when the frequency is very low, the
filtering may only shift the peak slightly past the cutoff frequency of the filter. This could result
in a major limitation of the system as the shaking present in recovering stroke patients may
potentially lie within this lower frequency band. In order to provide a higher frequency resolution
in this lower band, longer sampling time would be required. This is not possible if the time of

Y Acceleration Magnitude (m/s2)

motion for completing the task is fixed by the patient.
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Figure 3.10 Frequency spectrum for experiment 3, lifting a can, trial 3.
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Figure 3.11 Frequency spectrum for experiment 2, lifting a can, trial 3.

In many cases, the dominant frequency in the x axis shows particularly poor
correspondence between the two systems. Figure 3.12 shows the frequency spectrum of each
system for experiment 2, lifting a basket, trial 1. For this case the wrist sensor detects no
acceleration in the x direction (Figure 3.13), and so cannot produce a frequency spectrum. The
camera system does show noticeable acceleration, however, given the relatively uniform
frequency spectrum, it is most likely noise that has been amplified from taking the derivative
twice and left over from the band pass filter. Similar effects regarding x acceleration frequencies
can be seen in the other trials as well. Figure 3.14 shows the frequency spectrum for the x
acceleration in experiment 4, lifting a basket, trial 1. Both systems display a wide band of
relatively uniform frequencies, with no dominant frequency present. This further reflects the
previous conclusion that a noticeable shaking in motion is required to yield a consistent
measurement.
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Figure 3.12 Frequency spectrum for experiment 2, lifting a basket, trial 1.
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Figure 3.13 Acceleration in x direction for experiment 2, lifting a basket, trial 1.
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Figure 3.14 Frequency spectrum for experiment 4, lifting a basket, trial 1.

3.3.5

Peak Velocity
When integrating the accelerometer to compute values for the peak velocity feature a

high pass filter of 0.5 Hz is applied to each acceleration axis. Without this additional filter, small
bias in the accelerometer readings can induce significant drift in the velocity values. This effect is
most noticeable for the ‘lifting a can’ task, shown in Figure 3.15. Two of the curves show the
velocity magnitude calculated with and without a high pass filter applied prior to integrating for
the wrist sensor. The third curve is the velocity profile from the camera system for comparison.
Note how the camera values approach zero near the middle of the task, when the hand stops to
pick up the can before moving to the person’s mouth. The wrist sensor however detects motion at
this time. The large rise at the end is a direct result of drifting accelerometer values discussed
earlier about the RMS acceleration magnitude (Figure 3.7).
The effect of filtering is that many, but not all, of the peak velocity values computed from
the wrist sensor are systematically lower than values from the camera system (Figure 3.16). In
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some cases, the profile may have both peaks that increase and decrease after filtering as in Figure
3.15, accounting for the variation in velocity differences seen in Figure 3.16. Apart from the rise
at the end, the original velocity peaks for the unfiltered wrist sensor match very closely to the
peaks from the camera system, despite drifting values between peaks, while the filtered results
skew the final accuracy.

Velocity Magnitude (m/s)
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Figure 3.15 Velocity profile for experiment 1, lifting a can, trial 2.
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Figure 3.16 Average difference between wrist sensor peak velocity and camera system peak velocity.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Weighted Bar
The goal with the dynamic weighted bar is to design a weighted therapy bar, which
utilizes the sensor system developed to provide real-time adjustments to rehabilitation exercises.
Typical therapy equipment is passive, offering no feedback to the patient or clinician. This design
however, will provide real-time information regarding the exercise back to the clinician or
physician, allowing them to monitor the patient’s exercise in a quantitative manner. Furthermore,
the device will be configurable so it can be used to enhance the patients exercise and offer a more
targeted training regime. In particular it will contain an internal weight whose location within the
bar can be shifted rapidly along the length of the bar to provide a targeted imbalance between the
patient’s two arms.

4.1 Construction
The weighted bar is constructed using a 3 foot long, clear polycarbonate plastic tube with
a 2 inch outer diameter. The bar is designed to be similar in size to that of standard therapy bars
so it can be held comfortably when clasped in a patient’s hands. The central weight used to shift
the balance of the bar is made of carbon steel to provide enough weight that when coupled with
the rest of the device makes the bar comparable in weight to typical therapy bars, which range
from 1 to 10 pounds. The final weight of the bar plus the steel weight is approximately
3.44 + 1.17 = 4.61 lb. The weight is connected to a 5 start Torqspline® lead screw with a 1 inch
lead and a stainless steel guiderail that doubles as a wire conduit. A Teflon sleeve is mounted
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inside the weight to allow it to slide smoothly along the guiderail. The high lead of the screw
allows the weight to traverse its full travel length of approximately 16 inches in only a few
revolutions.
Given the weight of the bar and the internal weight, the bidirectional shift in the center of
mass (COM) of the bar can be determined by Equation (4.1). With the current design, a
maximum COM shift of ±2in is possible. By eliminating additional space within the bar, or by
increasing the length of the bar, and additional 8-12in of travel could easily be gained. This could
increase the COM shift to between ±3in and ±3.5in. By significantly increasing the weight to
achieve the 10lb upper limit on therapy bars, and increasing the total travel distance by 8in a
theoretical COM shift of ±7.87in would be possible. This is approximately 85% of the distance
between the two hands.

𝑑=

𝑊𝑤𝑡
∗ 𝐷𝑊
𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑅 + 𝑊𝑤𝑡

(4.1)

The motor selected to drive the lead screw is a Pittman 8543 12V Brushed DC Motor,
with a Pittman G30A 4:1 Planetary Gearbox. The gearbox shaft is then coupled directly to the
lead screw. The compact motor offers 2.5 oz-in of continuous torque (10.53 oz-in peak) at
4187 RPM (6728 RPM no load) before gearing. The minimum torque required by the motor can
be computed by Equation (4.2), where 𝐹 is the maximum required force, 𝑃 is the pitch of the lead
screw, and 𝜂 is the efficiency, typically 60%-75% for Torqspline® lead screws. The maximum
force here is no greater than the weight of the bar from gravity when the bar is vertical plus the
desired acceleration. For a desired acceleration of 0.1 seconds to a maximum travel velocity of
16 in/s when the bar is vertical requires a peak torque of at least 6 oz-in and 1.76 oz-in of peak
torque when the bar is in a normal horizontal orientation. Hence the motor is more than sufficient
to quickly move the weight from one extreme to the other in less than one second of travel time.
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𝑇=

𝐹∗𝑃 1
∗
2𝜋 𝜂

(4.2)

The battery pack selected to power the bar is a 12V 1600mAh NiMH rechargeable
battery shown in Figure 4.1. This supplies enough power to operate the bar over several full
exercise routines before needing recharged. The pack consists of ten 2/3 cell batteries stacked in a
2x2 arrangement which allows it to fit within the bar. A custom cylindrical mount is designed that
holds the battery tightly on both ends between the electronics mounting board and the controls
endcap. This allows it to slide easily in and out of the bar as well as interlock with the mounting
board directly in front of it. To allow easy recharging of the battery without disassembly of the
bar A charging port is included on the opposite end of the bar (Figure 4.2). The charging ports are
disconnected from the battery when the bar is powered on to avoid damage to the electronics.

Figure 4.1 Dynamic weighted bar battery and mount.

Figure 4.2 Battery charging port on left end of dynamic weighted bar.
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4.2 Electronics and Controls
An Arduino Nano is used in the dynamic weighted bar to be compatible with the previous
firmware developed. The compact size of the Nano allows it to fit easily within the 1.75 in inner
diameter of the bar. The Arduino is connected to an XBee wireless transmitter using an
XBee4Nano adapter board. The Xbee replaces the need for a wired USB cable and allows all the
data collected from the bar to be sent wirelessly to a USB dongle attached to a computer. The
same IMU sensor used in the wrist sensor system is utilized again and is embedded directly into
the device. A 15A Pololu High-Power Motor Driver is selected to interface with the DC motor.
The driver has a 5.5–30 V input voltage range, and can supply up to 15 amps of current without a
heat sink. A custom bracket is designed to mount the Arduino/Xbee combination (Figure 4.3) to
the motor driver and IMU sensor shown in Figure 4.4, and interlocks with the battery mount for
easy removal.

XBee Transmitter

Arduino Nano

Figure 4.3 Arduino Nano and XBee wireless transmitter mounted in the dynamic weighted bar.
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IMU Sensor

Motor Driver
Figure 4.4 Dynamic weighted bar motor driver and IMU sensor shown mounted to custom
electronics bracket.

The controls for the system are consolidated in one of the two endcaps of the bar shown
in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows a diagram of all available controls with descriptions including
primary power, mode selection, and knobs for intensity and weight position bias adjustment. A
detailed electrical schematic for the controls can be seen in Figure C.2.

Figure 4.5 Dynamic weighted bar controls endcap; empty, inside (Left), after wiring (Middle), front
with power (Right).
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Power Indicator LED

Mode Selector Switch

Weight High Mode Indicator LED
Weight Low Mode Indicator LED
Manual Mode Indicator LED

Power Switch

Aggressiveness Control Knob
CW: Higher, CCW Lower

Weight Position Adjust Knob
CW: Left, CCW Right

Figure 4.6 Diagram of controls endcap for dynamic weighted bar.

Power:
The red indicator LED will light up when the power switch is turned on. When the
program starts, the internal weight will home to the left (motor) side, perform a double touch of
the limit switch and proceed to center. After homing the weight will move to the “center” position
as determined by the weight position knob.

Mode Selection:
Weight High Mode
The internal weight will shift to the higher side of the bar when tilted. The “center”
position can be biased to either side using the weight position CG knob. This mode allows for
active rebalancing of the bar if the weakened arm is unable to maintain pace with the stronger
limb.
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Weight Low Mode
The internal weight will shift to the lower side of the bar when tilted. The “center”
position can be biased to either side using the weight position CG knob. Work has shown that
augmenting visual errors in exercises during rehabilitation can lead to an improvement in motor
learning [40]. A similar approach can be taken for augmenting physical errors associated with
training routines. This mode of operation has been included to allow the option of exploring this
hypothesis.

Manual Mode
The internal weight will remain stationary within the bar. Its position can be set using the
weight position knob. If the weight is set to the exact center of the bar, then this mode behaves
the same as a typical passive therapy bar. When the weight is biased to one side, this mode
behaves as a bar with non-uniform weight distribution.

Weight Position Adjustment:
This knob sets the “center” position for the weight, i.e. where the weight sits within the
bar when the bar is perfectly horizontal. In manual mode it directly adjusts the weight’s position.

Aggressiveness Adjustment:
This knob adjusts how responsive the weight is to variations in the angle of the bar from
the horizontal. There are five values of aggressiveness to select from. When the bar is tilted, the
target position for the weight is mapped between the center value and the end of the rod
proportional to the angle the bar is tilted. Thus, for higher aggressiveness values the weight will
shift farther and more noticeably to the side. Lower aggressiveness values will require a larger tilt
angle to shift the weight.
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4.3 Firmware

4.3.1

Firmware Data Calculations
The basic framework for the firmware on the weighted bar is the same as that of the wrist

sensor outlined in Chapter 2. The following sections will primarily cover changes and additions
to the original firmware.
When the program is initialized, the location of the weight is unknown. A subroutine is
executed that homes and then centers the weight. The motor is operated at a constant medium
speed (75/255 PWM) until it engages the left limit switch. After triggering the switch, the motor
reverses the weight slightly then drives the weight at a slower speed (55/255 PWM) until it
touches the left limit switch again. This homing sequence allows the weight to travel quickly
upon initialization to reduce startup time but ensures an accurate identification of home by
performing the final touch slowly. The weight is then driven to the center reference point of the
bar given by the CG Knob.
The endcap controls are each monitored during every loop of the main program. The
value of the CG knob is read as an analog input value in the range 0-1023. A linear transform is
performed which maps this value into encoder counts that covers the full travel length of the
weight. The mode selection switch is also read, determining the bars operating mode, as
discussed in section 4.2. When the mode is set to manual, the target position for the weight is set
directly to the value determined by the CG knob.
The aggressiveness knob is a 5 position rotary switch whose value is read as an analog
signal. The signal is split 5 ways using a set of resistors, representing the 5 possible
aggressiveness values. Each aggressiveness value is set to a predefined angle corresponding to the
maximum pitch the bar can reach before the weight will traverse entirely to one side. This defines
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the ±lim (angle) values within the program. For modes other than manual, the target position for
the weight is mapped directly from the current pitch of the bar, relative to the ±lim values, to a
position between the extremes of the travel length, right and left ends of the bar, relative to the
“center” position determined by the CG knob. A visual representation of this mapping for
CG=0.6 weighting the high and low sides can be seen in Figure 4.7 left and right respectively.
The final target value is then passed to the feedback controller.

Target Weight Position

Right
Right

CG
CG

θ

+lim

-lim

Bar
Center
Weight
Left

Left
Bar Angle
Figure 4.7 Mapping (Left) , and diagram (Right) of bar angle to target weight position for
CG Knob = 0.6, weight the high side.

Target Weight Position

Right
Right

CG
CG

θ

+lim

-lim

Bar
Center
Weight
Left

Left
Bar Angle
Figure 4.8 Mapping (Left) , and diagram (Right) of bar angle to target weight position for
CG Knob = 0.6, weight the low side.
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Unlike in the wrist sensor system, it is entirely possible the bar will rotate through more
than a 360° range, and hence the computation of roll angle must be modified slightly. The
equation for roll is the same as in Equation (2.4), however 𝜑 is now restricted to lie within the
range ±90° instead of ±180° as before. This provides a continuous angle with no discontinuities
that can be easily combined with the integrated gyroscope readings within the complementary
filter in Equation (2.2). The same method of computing 𝜑 in the wrist sensor system is still used
to determine the correct form of Equations (2.7) and (2.8).
An additional feature extracted from the data in real time is the velocity at the right and
left hands. First, the velocity of the sensor 𝑣𝑠 is computed recursively using Equation (4.3) for
each iteration, where 𝑎𝑝 is the acceleration in the pitching direction. The instant center of rotation
for the pitching motion is then computed using Equation (4.4). This value, combined with the
angular pitching velocity 𝜔𝑝 , the offset distance between the right hand and the sensor 𝐷𝑠 , and
the distance between the right and left hands 𝐷ℎ is used to compute the right and left hand
velocities given by Equations (4.5) and (4.6) respectively. Since these values are computed in real
time they are susceptible to potential drift induced by the accelerometer readings.

𝑣𝑠 = 𝑣𝑠−1 + 𝑎𝑝 𝛿𝑡

𝑖𝑐𝑟 =

𝑣𝑠
𝜔𝑝

(4.3)

(4.4)

𝑣𝑅 = 𝜔𝑝 (𝑖𝑐𝑟 − 𝐷𝑠 )

(4.5)

𝑣𝐿 = 𝜔𝑝 (𝑖𝑐𝑟 − (𝐷ℎ + 𝐷𝑠 ))

(4.6)
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4.3.2

PID Controller Design
The DC motor shaft is connected directly to a Pittman E22A 128 pulse Incremental

Optical Encoder. To monitor the position of the weight within the bar, a single firmware interrupt
is attached to one of the two encoder channels. The current position of the weight in encoder
counts is then given by Equation (4.7), where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the values of the two encoder channels
respectively. The encoder allows for precise positon feedback of the weight for closed loop
control. Since the encoder is connected before the 4:1 gearing, by applying and interrupt on one
of the two channels, a theoretical positioning resolution of 0.98mil can be achieved by the weight.
If an interrupt is attached to both channels, the encoder triggers an interrupt so often in the
firmware that the program cannot complete the previous interrupt and the firmware crashes.

𝑃𝑐 = {

𝑃𝑐 + 1,
𝑃𝑐 − 1,

𝐴≠𝐵
𝐴=𝐵

(4.7)

A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) feedback controller is designed to accurately
control the position of the weight within the bar. Equations (4.8) - (4.10) show the calculation for
the proportional error, derivative error, and integral error respectively. The equations are
presented in recursive form. Using these values, the motor driver direction, 𝑑𝑖𝑟, and the pulse
width modulation, 𝑃𝑊𝑀, values are given by Equations (4.11) and (4.12) respectively.
Refinement of the final PID control weights was performed empirically. Since the motor can
supply sufficient input power, the proportional gain was set to achieve the desired rise time for
reaching the maximum travel speed. This value is limited by the controller, which saturates the
maximum motor output to a safe value. The integral gain was increased so the weight could
overcome any steady state position error. Finally and most importantly, the derivative gain was
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set to make the system over damped. Having a weight that oscillates around its target position
when the bar is shifted would provide an unstable or vibrating/shaking weighted bar, which is
undesirable.

1,
𝑑𝑖𝑟 = {
0,

𝑒 = 𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝑐

(4.8)

𝑑𝑒 𝑒 − 𝑒−1
=
𝑑𝑡
𝛿𝑡

(4.9)

𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑒𝛿𝑡

(4.10)

𝑑𝑒
+ 𝐾𝐼 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≥ 0
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑒
𝐾𝑃 𝑒 + 𝐾𝐷
+ 𝐾𝐼 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 < 0
𝑑𝑡
𝐾𝑃 𝑒 + 𝐾𝐷

𝑃𝑊𝑀 = | 𝐾𝑃 𝑒 + 𝐾𝐷

𝑑𝑒
+ 𝐾𝐼 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 |
𝑑𝑡

(4.11)

(4.12)

Three main safety features are included in the controller. First, integral windup is
eliminated by setting the total error, 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 , to zero for the following conditions: the program
initializes, a limit switch is engaged, the system changes modes. Second, a limit is placed on the
maximum motor output (135/255 PWM) to restrict the maximum velocity to a safe range. Finally,
if a limit switch is engaged, the controller will only allow motion in one direction; away from the
limit switch. This prevents any overshoot that may otherwise occur if the target position lies
slightly beyond the limit of the limit switch.
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4.4 Software Visualization
The LabVIEW interface for the dynamic weighted bar (Figure 4.9) uses the same custom
framework created for the wrist sensor. This allows a doctor or clinician to easily monitor their
patient’s exercise, as well as track the patient’s progress over the course of their recovery. Using
the features in the top menu bar, it is easy to load and track the exercise history with the weighted
bar for various patients, making it easy to save and monitor the progress of multiple individuals.

Figure 4.9 Dynamic weighted bar LabVIEW GUI.

When the bar is turned on, and the wireless receiver is plugged in to one of the
computer’s USB ports, selecting the appropriate COM Port from the drop down and clicking
“Connect” will allow data to be sent from the bar to the computer wirelessly in real time. In the
bottom right corner of the screen is the devices connection speed, which shows the data collection
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rate at which the bar is operating. There are three graphs which display information about the bar.
The bottom most graph displays a live feed of the bar’s inclination, or angle from horizontal, as
well as the position of the weight inside the bar from extreme left to extreme right. The middle
graph displays live information pertinent to the ongoing exercise, shown in detail in Figure 4.10.
These include the percentage of work that each arm is exerting on the bar, the force experienced
by each arm while lifting the bar, and the smoothness of the bar’s motion calculated using the
negative mean jerk metric. The top graph displays averages from previous exercises and is used
for easy tracking of a patient’s progress during recovery. Data from all previous exercises
including percentage of arm usage, peak force experienced, average smoothness, and number of
repetitions can be tracked over the entire course of a recovery. Each graph can have each plot set
to display or hide from the graph for easy viewing.

Figure 4.10 Exercise information graphs displaying various parameters of a recorded exercise with
the dynamic weighted bar.

New exercises can be recorded by clicking “Start” followed by “End”. Once an exercise
is recorded, the user will be prompted to input the number of repetitions performed as well as any
comments about the exercise. After this, the exercise will be added to the log of previous
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exercises. When ending the exercise, the program will pause the live data stream from the bar and
continue to display the results from that exercise. Real time data can be plotted again by clicking
“View Live”. Live data are only stored for 30 seconds, after which time the plots will scroll as
they update.
Information recorded from previous exercises is displayed in the Exercise Log on the
left-hand side of the screen. This log includes general information about each exercise including
date/time, duration of exercise, number of repetitions, and average smoothness during the
exercise, as well as comments about the exercise in the bottom left corner. Information in the logs
can be edited or deleted entirely from the patient’s records if for some reason the comments need
altered, or if information was accidentally recorded. By selecting the exercise and clicking
“View”, all of the original data from that particular exercise will be displayed on the three graphs
in the center of the screen.

4.4.1

Data Processing
The smoothness value for the bar is computed using equations similar to Equation (2.13).

The jerk value used however, is taken as the derivative of the acceleration in the pitching
direction 𝑎𝑝 as opposed to the magnitude of the three component jerk values. In addition to a
smoothness metric, several other numerical values pertaining to the exercise are computed.
First, the power utilized by the right and left arms can be expressed by Equation (4.13),
where 𝑤𝑅/𝐿 is the weight experienced at the right and left hands and is given be Equations (4.14)
and (4.15) respectively. This combines the offset point-mass of the internal weight with the
distributed loading of the bar’s own weight. Equation (4.13) is simplified by assuming all motion
is in the pitching plane, i.e. vertically. Although, in reality the weight value will change if the
direction of motion is not in the same plane as that of gravity. It also assumes that at the time of
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calculation, the velocity is constant and therefore the bar is not accelerating. This allows the
calculations for 𝑤𝑅/𝐿 to be computed by a simple moment balance.

𝑃𝑅/𝐿 = 𝑤𝑅/𝐿 |𝑣𝑅/𝐿 |

(4.13)

2𝐷
(1 + 𝐷 𝑤 ) 𝑚𝑤 𝑔 + 𝑤𝐵𝐴𝑅
ℎ
𝑤𝑅 =
2

(4.14)

2𝐷𝑤
) 𝑚𝑤 𝑔 + 𝑤𝐵𝐴𝑅
𝐷ℎ
2

(4.15)

𝑤𝐿 =

(1 −

The total work done by the right and left arms is given by the recursive integration of the
power used by each arm, shown in Equation (4.16). To provide a quantitative assessment of the
effort used by each arm during the exercise, the work percentage, Equation (4.17), of each arm is
taken. This value represents the percentage of work performed by each arm in moving the bar.

𝑊𝑅/𝐿 = 𝑊𝑅/𝐿−1 + 𝑃𝑅/𝐿 𝛿𝑡

%𝑊𝑅/𝐿 =

𝑊𝑅/𝐿
𝑊𝑅 + 𝑊𝐿

(4.16)

(4.17)

The force experienced at the patient’s right and left hands is given by Equation (4.18) and
incorporates the acceleration of the bar. The value 𝑚𝑅/𝐿 represents a theoretical concentrated
point mass that would be held by each hand. It is given as the weight experienced at each hand
divided by the acceleration due to gravity. Again, this equation is simplified by assuming the
entire bar is accelerating/decelerating at a uniform rate along the length of the bar and solely
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within the vertical plane. In practice, the bar may be moving in a direction other than that of
pitching, and/or rotating as one arm advances ahead of the other, and hence the acceleration 𝑎𝑝 as
well as the weight may be different for the right and left hands. In its current configuration the
value of force is more appropriately related to the force experienced by the patient’s arms as it
relates solely to the imbalance in the bar.
𝐹𝑅/𝐿 = 𝑤𝑅/𝐿 + 𝑚𝑅/𝐿 𝑎𝑝
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(4.18)

Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Conclusions and Results
Wearable IMU sensors used for characterizing motion of upper extremities offer potential
for replacing elaborate camera motion capture systems in rehabilitation settings. The sensors have
shown varying levels of correspondence in accuracy when compared to camera based systems
currently used in several areas of research. The correspondence of individual features varies
depending on several aspects of the sensors and motion being performed.
Mean acceleration does not correspond well to the camera system, which resides around
zero mean. The lowest average percent error from the experiment was greater than 5000%, a
result of dividing by a number close to zero. Regardless, this feature would not provide a good
measure of the motion performed. However, the raw values highlight discrepancies between the
two systems, including sampling rate and sensitivity, which lead to inaccuracies in other features.
Ultimately, more insight into characterizing the motion can be gained from an RMS based
approach to the acceleration signal as opposed to a simple average.
RMS acceleration magnitude showed high correspondence when not corrupted by
measurement error. The basket task had 9.67% average error vs. 43.5% for the can task. For
certain orientations of the sensor, particularly the extreme vertical cases, gravity is inaccurately
removed from the individual sensor axes. This causes severe drift on the accelerometer readings,
which skews the resulting feature. Since it is the magnitude that is being evaluated, which drops
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the sign making everything positive, the feature is consistently higher than expected when this
issue is present.
Linear negative mean jerk metric had high correspondence accuracy for all types of
motion. Average percent errors for all combined trials and each of the four experiments were
15.0%, 22.8%, 15.2%, 13.9%, and 8.09% respectively. Furthermore, the accuracy improved for
cases with less smooth motion. This implies that the more severe the motion being assessed, the
more accurate the assessment will be. As the motion becomes more natural, it may become
somewhat harder to quantify accurately and consistently.
Dominant frequencies only show high correspondence when noticeable shaking is
present, and may not be useful otherwise. The lowest average percent error achieved was 0.67%
occurring for the angular jerk, lifting a can, shaking experiment. However, many of the worse
correspondences were due to random values selected from noise. Also, if the dominant frequency
is present but lies on the lower end of the spectrum (0-2.5 Hz) it can easily be absorbed in the
remaining portion of the bias, which is removed using a high pass filter. The frequencies also tend
to appear on specific axes, which is dependent on the motion being performed.
The velocity magnitude feature only shows marginally acceptable correspondence, 24.4%
error, for several of the experiments when high pass filtering was applied. The graphs however
indicate there was better correspondence between velocity peaks when no filtering was applied.
However, these were not the values extracted for the feature. Without filtering, the value of the
feature is skewed significantly by severe drifting of the accelerometer readings, which translates
to severe drift in velocity when integrated. The underlying cause of inaccuracy in this feature is
the same as that of the RMS acceleration magnitude feature. By removing drift in the
accelerometer readings, filtering would not be required and hence the resulting peak velocity
feature would likely provide better correspondence.
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5.2 Improvements and Future Work
Additional focus on targeting or addressing specific aspects of the IMU sensor’s
performance as discussed in this thesis, including refinement of measurement and feature
extraction as well as reject options for case specific feature selection, could significantly improve
the robustness of this system.
Benefits may be gained by incorporating a higher sensitivity accelerometer, one that has
better resolution at the low acceleration values experienced during these trials. Many of the
acceleration plots from the wrist sensor are sparsely populated with data, making accurate feature
extraction difficult. Combining a higher sensitivity accelerometer with a higher sampling
frequency may provide more useful data when examining mean and RMS values.
By eliminating drifting acceleration values caused by inaccurately removing gravity,
more accurate peak velocities could be extracted. This would also improve the accuracy of
features such as RMS acceleration etc. Furthermore, the negative mean jerk metric could be
normalized by peak velocity, as originally intended, without losing feature accuracy.
In order to improved spectral resolution at lower frequency ranges, a longer sampling
time would be desired. Since the time to perform the motion is restricted to the capabilities of the
patient, this may not be possible using a single trial. A possible alternative would be to repeat the
trial and concatenate the signals.
Many of the poorly corresponding frequency features also stem from the lack of
dominant, frequencies in the motion. When these are present however, the features do correspond
very well. By incorporating a reject option, this feature could be made more robust. A simple
solution could be to set a threshold value on the magnitude of the dominant frequency below
which the feature is ignored when assessing the patient’s motion. Other options could include
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nearest neighbor thresholding, which may help reject features when too much noise is present on
the spectrum.
Another aspect of dominant frequencies not explored is the possibility of multiple
dominant frequencies within the signal. This concept, although not explored in this research,
would provide additional features to assist in characterization. The same refinement methods for
extracting a robust first dominant frequency could be applied here as well.
Some mathematical calculations performed for analyzing the dynamic weighted bar’s
motion are unreliable in practice. One method that could be used to improve this would be to
incorporate a second sensor at the opposite end of the bar. Adding this additional sensor would
not require significant extra hardware as multiple devices can be connected via the I2C lines. This
would improve the capability to compute accurate instant centers of rotation and more accurate
differential acceleration and velocity measurements between the patient’s two arms.
Finally, the development of the dynamic weighted bar in the scope of this project
consisted of the design and construction of the device. Actual performance evaluation of the
device was not assessed. Clinical trials should be performed to assess the various benefits to be
gained from the different targeted exercise refinement options offered by the device. Trials should
also include a comparison between the various exercise modes to that of traditional rehabilitation
techniques as well as other developed systems.
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Appendix A
Feature Errors
Table A.1 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 1,
lifting a can, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

445.04

718.34

2014.41

657.60

5041.65

1

Mean ax

661.97

2

Mean ay

1487.61

6666.50

10534.58

33475.91

14467.29

18698.75

3

Mean az

1804.08

23925.07

25440.73

4909.58

18916.09

197335.91

4

aRMS x

34.37

26.84

25.60

44.87

34.79

5.67

5

aRMS y

59.02

44.62

55.91

58.35

63.12

92.83

6

aRMS z

68.62

57.95

74.02

85.58

124.13

103.50

7

aRMS mag

37.83

30.83

36.72

46.82

49.45

61.47

8

Freq ax

9.39

9.75

3.90

118.60

53.71

32.13

9

Freq ay

9.39

9.75

27.27

8.92

7.43

8.59

10

Freq az

91.37

22.64

22.08

39.28

20.65

34.19

11

Freq amag

9.39

8.30

59.60

36.63

5.79

17.74

12

jRMS x

32.81

32.52

49.46

33.11

15.24

7.12

13

jRMS y

14.31

24.38

27.97

11.86

38.84

21.22

14

jRMS z

60.62

63.18

58.66

40.33

211.25

34.10

15

jRMS mag

43.41

44.42

45.21

28.50

75.00

18.34

16

jRMS ang

25.53

17.32

7.84

24.15

11.04

35.54

17

Freq jx

25.13

79.94

80.66

25.78

31.99

35.73

18

Freq jy

92.45

81.95

75.04

44.56

92.59

91.77

19

Freq jz

91.37

91.98

89.09

27.82

85.38

19.14

20

Freq jmag

126.52

170.75

133.77

118.60

177.71

35.73

21

Freq jang

30.96

20.58

74.55

3.76

78.64

19.56

22

Peak Vel

30.60

3.50

11.54

10.03

2.76

9.15

23

Smooth L

2.99

9.84

0.36

31.62

17.82

31.85

24

Smooth A

35.07

32.16

47.56

42.08

22.52

81.00

62

Table A.2 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 2,
lifting a can, six trials.

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

100.00

1204.50

73344.70

4078.37

1806.22

6559.27

2

Mean ay

25914.76

2039.47

55889.72

10761.84

22131.78

23234.11

3

Mean az

17885.25

1858.71

19204.22

4410.17

12002.55

2636.58

4

aRMS x

100.00

23.36

13.91

5.81

22.31

1.68

5

aRMS y

178.79

85.75

115.86

67.97

87.12

25.03

6

aRMS z

36.96

4.75

76.99

82.61

112.61

170.96

7

aRMS mag

105.10

49.47

75.34

53.36

55.20

30.84

8

Freq ax

100.00

23.74

10.78

32.11

9.05

49.91

9

Freq ay

55.60

23.74

130.79

27.59

9.05

32.54

10

Freq az

81.73

23.74

90.77

90.30

84.84

25.05

11

Freq amag

32.10

240.27

10.78

9.49

9.05

64.02

12

jRMS x

100.00

59.77

44.78

10.56

36.54

10.94

13

jRMS y

59.30

69.45

51.16

36.08

28.84

28.90

14

jRMS z

77.95

68.46

63.02

51.85

53.08

21.02

15

jRMS mag

71.31

67.62

55.14

37.27

40.44

17.24

16

jRMS ang

50.61

65.66

17.95

19.99

12.96

32.83

17

Freq jx

100.00

580.55

93.56

76.89

1173.34

124.86

18

Freq jy

6.09

1632.30

81.90

91.95

85.45

19.93

19

Freq jz

11.62

5.18

27.99

28.88

9.90

86.67

20

Freq jmag

21.00

920.82

84.64

8.62

104.64

649.53

21

Freq jang

73.62

69.07

79.69

22.42

24.21

6.60

22

Peak Vel

60.15

51.82

52.07

23.02

28.70

47.56

23

Smooth L

13.26

29.29

30.99

3.60

8.67

7.57

24

Smooth A

89.80

46.37

49.10

27.74

29.28

78.67

63

Table A.3 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 3,
lifting a can, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

4097.92

4711.37

2069.16

7242.49

1578.56

14427.31

2

Mean ay

10943.94

6184.01

10085.66

17832.98

10655.55

9079.20

3

Mean az

102825.20

9535.08

1302.28

4830.34

981.61

1042.37

4

aRMS x

13.86

16.48

40.12

45.50

29.49

34.30

5

aRMS y

151.70

132.16

108.60

158.71

113.37

141.97

6

aRMS z

9.05

6.21

31.13

29.21

29.53

32.59

7

aRMS mag

56.91

46.74

13.48

28.13

27.25

29.14

8

Freq ax

50.40

91.88

91.61

85.34

85.08

44.51

9

Freq ay

0.09

7.19

0.70

3.00

257.53

241.54

10

Freq az

2.04

0.52

0.70

0.55

72.95

2.09

11

Freq amag

328.57

1388.74

90.67

48.68

94.61

103.47

12

jRMS x

50.28

53.69

81.28

79.04

68.96

59.09

13

jRMS y

6.87

18.06

35.97

86.74

90.94

130.05

14

jRMS z

50.01

54.35

49.91

51.68

61.43

55.52

15

jRMS mag

32.87

28.38

27.67

16.70

17.80

8.43

16

jRMS ang

58.07

105.12

96.11

151.49

135.06

162.66

17

Freq jx

27.72

28.95

66.43

22.49

63.76

6.42

18

Freq jy

0.09

7.19

0.70

3.00

146.77

8.92

19

Freq jz

2.04

0.52

0.70

0.55

33.18

2.09

20

Freq jmag

55.36

465.72

47.13

20.98

293.29

259.71

21

Freq jang

0.09

2.55

0.70

0.55

0.12

0.04

22

Peak Vel

1.83

3.64

3.01

22.50

39.72

38.11

23

Smooth L

18.53

20.34

23.72

14.83

15.17

11.59

24

Smooth A

64.99

114.42

102.48

162.83

141.45

160.77

64

Table A.4 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 4,
lifting a can, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

1334.49

1349.49

1485.36

992.86

1829.18

3024.06

2

Mean ay

15530.31

26864.18

9814.46

16105.58

13183.36

128262.10

3

Mean az

14047.95

99149.31

9972.80

31216.40

207528.50

121655.16

4

aRMS x

29.84

29.01

15.25

17.72

14.89

25.13

5

aRMS y

59.01

47.31

19.46

18.69

25.36

49.26

6

aRMS z

92.02

109.80

79.82

73.75

83.80

54.04

7

aRMS mag

43.82

45.61

19.93

19.27

35.65

46.30

8

Freq ax

81.02

27.99

10.61

22.93

14.71

44.47

9

Freq ay

260.69

170.05

0.09

34.87

9.87

2.83

10

Freq az

65.32

64.78

64.24

23.92

71.32

10.30

11

Freq amag

2.19

305.08

3.73

79.82

76.49

43.94

12

jRMS x

44.74

36.23

29.13

28.56

0.66

6.27

13

jRMS y

19.60

28.95

15.02

24.95

16.39

30.89

14

jRMS z

18.74

17.59

12.18

38.54

14.74

27.07

15

jRMS mag

25.13

27.06

17.72

28.59

13.14

24.71

16

jRMS ang

6.87

25.07

77.79

65.11

37.46

4.32

17

Freq jx

32.37

25.38

10.61

9.89

47.42

44.47

18

Freq jy

0.19

56.87

0.09

61.74

43.15

48.99

19

Freq jz

59.01

36.74

64.62

77.52

59.94

16.95

20

Freq jmag

56.30

9.98

5.65

43.81

2.94

74.37

21

Freq jang

69.94

74.88

56.25

6.77

22.00

29.57

22

Peak Vel

19.71

16.94

18.55

35.89

20.70

7.31

23

Smooth L

8.73

5.14

5.69

7.45

10.76

2.70

24

Smooth A

14.38

54.04

64.37

62.48

33.65

1.58

65

Table A.5 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 1,
lifting a basket, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

2769.79

6934.08

915.95

8091.52

27146.71

892.09

2

Mean ay

2587.26

3097.65

830.74

5470.47

205.84

754.28

3

Mean az

8034.31

7534.89

62877.15

1889.84

14963.98

9100.50

4

aRMS x

14.72

22.39

1.26

1.08

47.34

1.24

5

aRMS y

24.94

42.60

9.07

21.27

26.13

32.04

6

aRMS z

82.21

47.56

23.81

53.16

39.44

0.57

7

aRMS mag

2.15

25.97

1.28

20.53

5.39

17.62

8

Freq ax

92.27

86.84

92.62

91.87

12.96

92.01

9

Freq ay

77.78

18.43

40.99

19.30

16.06

163.53

10

Freq az

1322.22

11.18

11.49

76.66

12.96

74.90

11

Freq amag

28.89

11.18

11.49

34.22

30.56

75.69

12

jRMS x

57.11

71.75

71.44

52.26

55.20

64.04

13

jRMS y

57.83

77.43

14.59

50.27

57.60

54.49

14

jRMS z

62.92

60.71

37.00

27.35

61.26

53.88

15

jRMS mag

35.93

73.28

42.88

40.81

57.74

57.69

16

jRMS ang

32.16

44.45

10.89

14.90

18.33

7.10

17

Freq jx

84.54

93.42

26.24

83.73

65.18

12.16

18

Freq jy

3.70

7.89

91.15

89.47

12.96

14.20

19

Freq jz

11.11

11.18

9.58

92.22

9.73

41.44

20

Freq jmag

40.74

314.50

178.17

78.96

422.26

75.69

21

Freq jang

8.21

1232.31

4.12

24.29

93.55

18.91

22

Peak Vel

2.00

4.90

5.38

2.80

57.18

14.17

23

Smooth L

23.20

48.65

6.28

40.25

22.53

38.52

24

Smooth A

27.67

44.65

28.71

35.43

23.31

11.75
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Table A.6 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 2,
lifting a basket, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

100.00

1346.02

1779.24

1941.37

5048.09

2784.52

2

Mean ay

5872.97

10781.09

411.12

2317.81

1150.00

4867.32

3

Mean az

622.91

1809.55

2505.42

59413.19

1786.78

1739.19

4

aRMS x

100.00

42.97

1.74

102.97

11.66

67.58

5

aRMS y

63.60

42.15

15.06

9.61

21.29

24.09

6

aRMS z

58.21

56.22

16.98

165.96

9.13

7.18

7

aRMS mag

4.81

14.08

6.54

38.43

16.77

1.13

8

Freq ax

100.00

57.09

91.95

93.35

93.10

86.90

9

Freq ay

7.96

87.52

40.97

15.21

10.33

17.89

10

Freq az

69.37

481.14

69.20

93.35

47.69

11.58

11

Freq amag

32.52

40.40

18.05

3.69

258.69

100.00

12

jRMS x

100.00

70.85

49.71

46.86

75.10

43.22

13

jRMS y

56.70

61.81

59.89

1.73

14.48

34.39

14

jRMS z

41.43

57.38

41.53

27.67

35.86

47.30

15

jRMS mag

72.71

65.07

52.66

25.93

42.10

41.06

16

jRMS ang

28.02

35.79

44.05

4.32

19.82

22.44

17

Freq jx

100.00

14.44

11.46

93.35

10.37

100.00

18

Freq jy

71.59

5.96

3.29

42.39

93.59

91.96

19

Freq jz

61.72

51.57

23.18

26.88

12.09

100.00

20

Freq jmag

10.03

1151.68

11.46

72.82

10.33

76.84

21

Freq jang

62.34

74.46

9.62

10.14

14.78

23.02

22

Peak Vel

42.30

65.14

17.64

37.60

12.14

34.83

23

Smooth L

6.83

0.24

9.06

7.96

29.69

34.96

24

Smooth A

192.36

0.26

28.87

39.05

0.57

28.80
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Table A.7 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 3,
lifting a basket, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

2225.85

4472.17

1769.92

1262.73

203.87

3570.53

2

Mean ay

20518.75

12669.76

4238.37

427.12

1022.45

767.45

3

Mean az

44049.62

7709.21

470.73

124.98

26207.55

481.12

4

aRMS x

59.70

71.57

61.03

60.98

65.30

34.38

5

aRMS y

39.95

56.88

95.73

55.96

107.59

77.67

6

aRMS z

32.61

42.65

62.24

65.97

90.94

24.39

7

aRMS mag

1.06

11.50

1.52

3.36

15.12

7.90

8

Freq ax

67.59

58.10

0.26

92.96

8.62

0.82

9

Freq ay

1032.45

14.85

33.48

433.48

1.00

30.40

10

Freq az

36.65

241.20

0.26

0.93

1.00

0.76

11

Freq amag

1526.09

51.12

82.55

78.29

4.32

91.00

12

jRMS x

74.80

82.37

71.99

72.50

72.87

35.94

13

jRMS y

18.07

7.69

88.43

81.26

74.18

75.25

14

jRMS z

10.84

7.08

30.42

28.69

29.76

21.01

15

jRMS mag

31.16

41.14

17.98

13.22

8.34

5.14

16

jRMS ang

71.99

4.49

7.26

10.15

25.57

20.38

17

Freq jx

1.29

8.75

0.26

1.42

8.62

24.00

18

Freq jy

5.34

19.22

3.44

11.09

30.08

30.25

19

Freq jz

16.85

6.17

0.26

0.93

1.73

27.83

20

Freq jmag

16.15

34.89

109.45

13.15

73.14

93.75

21

Freq jang

1.98

10.87

1.82

0.93

5.81

16.71

22

Peak Vel

15.10

19.14

45.43

32.39

17.18

22.06

23

Smooth L

17.79

18.87

5.47

8.01

10.17

2.14

24

Smooth A

66.72

4.47

26.04

21.73

32.63

13.24
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Table A.8 Percent error for each feature between wrist sensor and Eagle system; experiment 4,
lifting a basket, six trials.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Trial 6

1

Mean ax

8986.35

1830.65

229.78

2578.08

4393.62

25130.39

2

Mean ay

74987.72

31706.08

504.14

1604.37

91.78

823.24

3

Mean az

48942.02

18856.56

963.00

2773.78

582285.36

8603.58

4

aRMS x

14.89

71.32

38.14

22.08

15.43

46.95

5

aRMS y

2.11

22.83

21.05

13.92

28.17

12.16

6

aRMS z

6.09

87.94

79.27

47.24

14.58

59.64

7

aRMS mag

3.80

1.26

5.21

5.27

13.09

8.28

8

Freq ax

77.67

63.93

66.33

25.68

11.93

19.75

9

Freq ay

48.06

85.93

75.07

12.93

5.64

80.57

10

Freq az

35.39

3.41

12.46

49.33

5.64

9.72

11

Freq amag

107.28

68.03

12.46

3.39

50.09

116.68

12

jRMS x

38.41

72.74

64.98

48.41

43.01

66.55

13

jRMS y

22.38

12.32

26.76

21.68

43.84

32.92

14

jRMS z

30.63

24.53

9.85

1.47

26.56

20.03

15

jRMS mag

31.16

26.91

16.75

29.54

38.92

42.17

16

jRMS ang

11.36

30.04

7.18

5.00

4.97

37.17

17

Freq jx

6.22

7.51

25.93

13.45

47.16

53.90

18

Freq jy

7.46

39.01

1767.46

24.91

1543.96

43.57

19

Freq jz

54.74

43.99

16.72

5.41

839.40

43.57

20

Freq jmag

77.67

224.64

717.01

141.53

2586.11

261.13

21

Freq jang

23.60

13.35

61.09

75.66

0.40

92.92

22

Peak Vel

48.98

47.04

13.59

25.70

15.21

16.37

23

Smooth L

2.89

4.65

10.96

4.23

17.59

16.34

24

Smooth A

8.98

29.02

7.81

6.11

17.87

20.51
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Figure A.1 Percent error for each feature; all experiments.
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Figure A.2 Percent error for each feature; experiment 1.
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Figure A.3 Percent error for each feature; experiment 2.
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Appendix B
Bill of Materials
Table B.1 Bill of materials for wrist sensor.
Qty

Part

1

Wrist Strap

1

Arduino UNO

1

IMU Sensor

Sch I.D.

Description

Sparkfun 9 Axis IMU Sensor Stick

Table B.2 Bill of materials for dynamic weighted bar.
Qty

Part

Sch I.D.

Description

1

Plastic Tube

2in OD x 3ft

1

Torquespline Lead Screw

18in Length x 1in Lead

1

Coupling

1/4" x 8mm

1

Bearing

1/4" x 7/8" x 1/4" Flanged

1

SS Tubing

1/4" OD 0.028" wall thickness

1

Teflon Sleeve

3/8" OD

1

Steel Weight

1018 Carbon Steel

1

Arduino Nano

1

Xbee4Nano Board

2

Xbee

1

Xbee Explorer USB

1

IMU Sensor

Sparkfun 9 Axis IMU Sensor Stick

1

Motor Driver

Pololu High-Power Motor Driver 18v15

1

DC Motor

1

Motor Gearbox

Pittman G30A Planetary Gearbox 4:1

1

Optical Encoder

Pittman E22A Incremental Optical Encoder

1

Battery

B

1

Charging Port

J

M

Pittman 8543 Brushed DC Motor 12V

12V 1600mAh NiMH Pack
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1

Power Switch

SW1

DPDT

2

Limit switch

SW2

SPDT

1

Slide Switch

SW3

SP3T

1

5-Way Rotary Switch

SW4

SP5T

6

Resistor

R1

330 Ω

2

Resistor

R2

1 kΩ

2

Resistor

R3

5.1 kΩ

1

Resistor

R4

100 kΩ

1

Potentiometer

R5

10kΩ Linear w/ Center Detent

2

LED

D1

Red

2

LED

D2

Green
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Appendix C
Electrical Schematics

Figure C.1 Wrist sensor electrical schematic
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Figure C.2 Weighted bar electrical schematic
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Appendix D
Firmware and Software
D.1 Wrist Sensor Arduino Firmware
/* ============================ Wrist Sensor ===============================
*
* The Pennsylvania State University
* September 2014
* Taylor Hornung, Graduate Student
*
* Includes code adapted from:
* Dynamic Weighted Bar
* The Pennsylvania State University
* July 2014
*
* ==========================================================================
*/
#include <Wire.h>
#include <math.h>
// DEFINING CONSTANTS
#define Gyro_Add ((int)0x68)
#define Accel_Add ((int)0x53)
#define pi 3.1415926535
#define g 9.80665
#define Sg (2*3.14)/(14.375*360)
rad/s
#define SaoX 3.5
#define SaoY -1.5
#define SaoZ 5.5
#define SaX (3.853306/100)
#define SaY (3.853306/100)
#define SaZ (3.899264/100)

// Gyroscope sensitivity & conversion to
//
//
//
//
//
//

Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer

// VARIABLE DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION
byte buff[6];
// Gyroscope Raw Values
int omega_X = 0;
int omega_XPrev = 0;
float alpha_X = 0;
float alpha_Xprev = 0;
int omega_Y = 0;
int omega_Z = 0;
float pitch_w = 0; // angular vel of pitch axis
// Gyroscope Calibration Error
int omega_X_err = 4;
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offset X
offset Y
offset Z
sensitivity X
sensitivity Y
sensitivity Z

int omega_Y_err = -36;
int omega_Z_err = 9;
// Accelerometer Readings
float accel_X = 0;
float accel_Y = 0;
float accel_Z = 0;
float a_x = 0;
// Acceleration in X without gravity, + up
float a_y = 0;
// Acceleration in Y without gravity, + up
float a_z = 0;
// Acceleration in Z without gravity, + up
float accel_Xp = 0; // Previous X Acceleration
float accel_Yp = 0; // Previous Y Acceleration
float accel_Zp = 0; // Previous Z Acceleration
float a_mag = 0;
float jerk_x = 0; // Jerk in X
float jerk_y = 0; // Jerk in Y
float jerk_z = 0; // Jerk in Z
float jerk_l = 0; // Jerk in linear (3D)
float jerk_a = 0; // Jerk in angular (Pronation)
// Velocities from Accelerometer
float vel_sens = 0; // Magnitude of velocity perpendicular to bar axis
float Vel_H = 0;
// Velocity of hand
// Variable to keep track of time-step sizes
int gyro_start_time = 0;
int delta_t = 0;
// Bar inclinations
float pitch_a = 0;
// Pitch calculated from accelerometer
float pitch = 0;
// Pitch calculated from complementary filter
float roll_a = 0;
// Roll calculated from accelerometer
float roll = 0;
// Roll calculated from complementary filter
float roll_prev_a = 0; // Roll from previous iteration by accel
float roll_prev = 0;
// Roll from previous iteration (for direction)
// Goes from -180 to 180 not -90 to 90
long timeinc1 = 0; // Previous time
long timeinc2 = 1; // Current time (0 gives NaN in calc)
long time = 0;
// Time at loop run
// FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
void Init_Accel(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x2D);
Wire.write((byte)0x08);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x31);
Wire.write((byte)0x08);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x2C);
Wire.write((byte)0x09);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
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}
void Init_Gyro(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x3E);
Wire.write((byte)0x80);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x16);
Wire.write((byte)0x1B);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x15);
Wire.write((byte)0x0A);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x3E);
Wire.write((byte)0x00);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
}
// ================================ SETUP =================================
void setup(){
Serial.begin(9600); // For XBee communication
//Setup I2C communication for Gyro and Accel
Wire.begin();
// Initialize the Gyroscope and Accelerometer
Init_Gyro();
Init_Accel();
Read_Gyro();
gyro_start_time = millis();
}
// ================================= LOOP =================================
void loop() {
// Update Gyroscope Measurement
Read_Gyro();
// Stop Timer
delta_t = abs(millis()- gyro_start_time);
// Start Timer for next time-step
gyro_start_time = millis();
// Read Accelerometer
Read_Accel();
// Appply Complementary Filter
UpdateOrientation(delta_t);
// Transmit data via xbee to computer
// Data transmission is done in integer format and processing is done offboard
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int transmit_time = millis();
Serial.print(pitch*180/pi); // pitch*180/pi
Serial.print("a");
Serial.print(roll*180/pi);
Serial.print("b");
Serial.print(jerk_l);
Serial.print("c");
Serial.print(jerk_a);
Serial.print("d");
Serial.print(a_x);
Serial.print("e");
Serial.print(a_y);
Serial.print("f");
Serial.print(a_z);
Serial.println("g");
}
// ============================== SUBROUTINES =============================
// =============================== Read Gyro ==============================
void Read_Gyro(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x1D);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(3);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.requestFrom(Gyro_Add,6);
int i = 0;
while(Wire.available()){
buff[i] = Wire.read();
i++;
}
Wire.endTransmission();
omega_X = (((int) buff[2] << 8)| buff[3]) - omega_X_err; // Rotation on
gyro's Y axis
omega_Y = -1*((((int) buff[0] << 8)| buff[1]) - omega_Y_err); // Rotation on
gyro's X axis
omega_Z = (((int) buff[4] << 8)| buff[5]) - omega_Z_err; // Rotaton on
gyro's Z axis
}
// =============================== Read
void Read_Accel(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x32);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(3);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.requestFrom(Accel_Add,6);
int i = 0;
while(Wire.available()){
buff[i] = Wire.read();
i++;
}
Wire.endTransmission();
accel_X = SaX*(float(((int) buff[3] <<
accel_Y = -1*SaY*(float(((int) buff[1]
accel_Z = -1*SaZ*(float(((int) buff[5]
}
// ==========================

Accel

=============================

8)| buff[2])+SaoX);
<< 8)| buff[0])+SaoY);
<< 8)| buff[4])+SaoZ);

Update Orientation
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==========================

float UpdateOrientation(int dt){
accel_Xp = a_x;
accel_Yp = a_y;
accel_Zp = a_z;
alpha_Xprev = alpha_X;
// Pitch and roll calculated from the accelerometer
pitch_a = -atan2(accel_X,sqrt(sq(accel_Y)+sq(accel_Z)));
roll_prev_a = atan2(accel_Z,-accel_Y/abs(accel_Y+0.01*accel_Z)*sqrt(0.01*sq(accel_X)+sq(-accel_Y)));
roll_a = atan2(accel_Z,sqrt(0.01*sq(accel_X)+sq(accel_Y)));
// A small portion of accel_X (0.01) is added to roll to ensure the
// estimate is stable. Accurate over pitch +-80deg
// The same is done when calculating the sign of accel_Z for atan2
// roll_prev is only used to determine direction, instead of accel_Z
// Complementary Filter for Roll and Pitch
float a = 0.98;
// Complementary Filter Weight
roll = a*(roll-float(omega_X)*Sg*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*roll_prev_a;
if (abs(roll) < pi/2){ // 90 to 180 and -90 to -180 the device (sensor) is z+
facing left
// angular velocity in pitch axis
pitch_w = Sg*(-float(omega_Y)*sin(roll)+float(omega_Z)*cos(roll));
// pitch calculated using complimetary filer with accel and gyro
pitch = a*(pitch+pitch_w*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*pitch_a;
a_z = accel_Z-g*sin(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_z)<0.5)
a_z=0;
a_y = accel_Y+g*cos(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_y)<0.5)
a_y=0;
}
else{
// angular velocity in pitch axis
pitch_w = Sg*(-float(omega_Y)*sin(roll)-float(omega_Z)*cos(roll));
// pitch calculated using complimetary filer with accel and gyro
pitch = a*(pitch+pitch_w*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*pitch_a;
a_z = accel_Z-g*sin(pi-roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_z)<0.5)
a_z=0;
a_y = accel_Y-g*cos(pi-roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_y)<0.5)
a_y=0;
}
a_x = accel_X+g*sin(pitch);
if (abs(a_x)<1)
a_x=0;
a_mag = sqrt(sq(a_x)+sq(a_y)+sq(a_z));
jerk_x
jerk_y
jerk_z
jerk_l

=
=
=
=

(a_x-accel_Xp)/(float(dt)/1000);
(a_y-accel_Yp)/(float(dt)/1000);
(a_z-accel_Zp)/(float(dt)/1000);
sqrt(sq(jerk_x)+sq(jerk_y)+sq(jerk_z));

alpha_X = (omega_X-omega_XPrev)/(float(dt)/1000);
jerk_a = (alpha_X-alpha_Xprev)/(float(dt)/1000)/10000;
}
// END OF CODE
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D.2 Dynamic Weighted Bar Arduino Firmware
/* ======================== Dynamic Weighted Bar ==========================
*
* The Pennsylvania State University
* July 2014
* Taylor Hornung, Graduate Student
*
* Includes code adapted from:
* Chris Golecki
* Harshad Kunte
*
* ==========================================================================
*/
#include <Wire.h>
#include <math.h>
// DEFINING CONSTANTS
#define Gyro_Add ((int)0x68)
#define Accel_Add ((int)0x53)
#define pi 3.1415926535
#define g 9.80665
#define Sg (2*3.14)/(14.375*360)
rad/s
#define SaoX 3.5
#define SaoY -1.5
#define SaoZ 5.5
#define SaX (3.853306/100)
#define SaY (3.853306/100)
#define SaZ (3.899264/100)
#define Length 13
#define Screw_Pitch 1
#define Encoder_CPR 1024
#define Dh 19
#define Ds 3.0
// DEFINING PINS
#define MotorDir 6
#define MotorSpeed 5
#define EncoderA 2
#define EncoderB 3
#define EndstopPos 11
#define EndstopNeg 10
#define ManualPin 9
#define ModePin 8
#define CGPin A6
#define AggPin A7

// Gyroscope sensitivity & conversion to
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Accelerometer offset X
Accelerometer offset Y
Accelerometer offset Z
Accelerometer sensitivity X
Accelerometer sensitivity Y
Accelerometer sensitivity Z
Rod Length (in)
Screw gauge pitch (rev/in)
Encoder counts per revolution
Distance between hand holds (in)
Offset of right hand from sensor (in)

// Motor Pins
// Encoder Pins
// Endstop Pins
//
//
//
//

Manual Control Pin
Mode Pin (Weight High vs. Low)
Knob to adjust CG
Knob to adjust aggressiveness

// VARIABLE DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION
int CGKnob = 512; // 0-1023 initialized to center
int center = map(CGKnob,0,1023,0,Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length);
value in encoder counts
boolean Manual = 0; // Manual control button
boolean Mode = 1; // 1=Weight high side, 0=Weight low side
boolean EndP = 0; // Endstops 1=hit
boolean EndN = 0;
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// Center

int agg = 0; // Aggressiveness
float lim = 30*pi/180;
boolean prev_Modes[] = {0, 0}; // Manual, Mode
byte buff[6];
// Gyroscope Raw Values
int omega_X = 0;
int omega_Y = 0;
int omega_Z = 0;
float pitch_w = 0; // angular vel of pitch axis
// Gyroscope Calibration Error
int omega_X_err = 4;
int omega_Y_err = -36;
int omega_Z_err = 9;
// Accelerometer Readings
float accel_X = 0;
float accel_Y = 0;
float accel_Z = 0;
float a_y = 0;
// Acceleration in Y without gravity, + up
float a_z = 0;
// Acceleration in Z without gravity, + up
float accel_p = 0; // Acceleration in pitch (vertical)
float accel_prev = 0;
float jerk_p = 0; // Jerk in pitch (vertical)
// Velocities from Accelerometer
//float v_y = 0;
// Y component of velocitcy, no gravity, + up
//float v_z = 0;
// Z component of velocitcy, no gravity, + up
float vel_sens = 0; // Magnitude of velocity perpendicular to bar axis
float Vel_R = 0;
// Velocity of right hand
float Vel_L = 0;
// Velocity of left hand
// Variable to keep track of time-step sizes
int gyro_start_time = 0;
int delta_t = 0;
// Bar inclinations
float pitch_a = 0;
float pitch = 0;
float roll_a = 0;
float roll = 0;
float roll_prev = 0;
float icr = 0;

//
//
//
//
//
//

Pitch calculated from accelerometer
Pitch calculated from complementary filter
Roll calculated from accelerometer
Roll calculated from complementary filter
Roll from previous iteration (for direction)
Instant center of rotation (0=@sensor)

// Position of weight in counts
long target_pos = 0;
long current_pos = 0;
// Controller Gains
long err = 0;
long prev_err = 0;
long tot_err = 0;
float Proportional = 0;
float Derivative = 0;
float Integral = 0;
float Kp = 6.5;
float Kd = 1.25;
float Ki = 0.06;
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long timeinc1 = 0; // Previous time
long timeinc2 = 1; // Current time (0 gives NaN in calc)
long time = 0;
// Time at loop run
boolean encoderState[] = {0, 0}; // Both encoder A and B
// FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
void Init_Accel(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x2D);
Wire.write((byte)0x08);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x31);
Wire.write((byte)0x08);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x2C);
Wire.write((byte)0x09);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
}
void Init_Gyro(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x3E);
Wire.write((byte)0x80);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x16);
Wire.write((byte)0x1B);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x15);
Wire.write((byte)0x0A);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x3E);
Wire.write((byte)0x00);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(10);
}
// ================================ SETUP =================================
void setup(){
Serial.begin(9600); // For XBee communication
//Setup I2C communication for Gyro and Accel
Wire.begin();
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// Setup Pins
pinMode(MotorDir,OUTPUT);
pinMode(MotorSpeed,OUTPUT);
pinMode(EndstopPos,INPUT);
pinMode(EndstopNeg,INPUT);
pinMode(ManualPin,INPUT);
pinMode(ModePin,INPUT);
pinMode(AggPin,INPUT);
// Initialize the Gyroscope and Accelerometer
Init_Gyro();
Init_Accel();
CGKnob = analogRead(CGPin);
center = map(CGKnob,0,1023,0,Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length);
attachInterrupt(0, increment, CHANGE); // Interrupt if encoder A changes
CenterWeight();
Read_Gyro();
gyro_start_time = millis();
}
// ================================= LOOP =================================
void loop() {
prev_Modes[1] = Manual;
prev_Modes[2] = Mode;
CGKnob = analogRead(CGPin);
center = map(CGKnob,0,1023,0,Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length); // Center
value in encoder counts
Manual = digitalRead(ManualPin);
Mode = digitalRead(ModePin);
EndP = digitalRead(EndstopPos);
EndN = digitalRead(EndstopNeg);
agg = analogRead(AggPin);
if (agg < 125){ // Set the max angle limit based on the aggressiveness knob
lim = 20*pi/180;
}
else if (agg < 380){
lim = 17*pi/180;
}
else if (agg < 623){
lim = 13*pi/180;
}
else if (agg < 875){
lim = 9*pi/180;
}
else if (agg < 1019){ // at 1023 the switch is non contacting, 1014 at lvl5
lim = 5*pi/180;
}
// Ensure no integral windup
if (EndP==1 || EndN==1 || Manual!=prev_Modes[1] || Mode!=prev_Modes[2]){
tot_err = 0;
}
// Update Gyroscope Measurement
Read_Gyro();
// Stop Timer
delta_t = abs(millis()- gyro_start_time);
// Start Timer for next time-step
gyro_start_time = millis();
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// Read Accelerometer
Read_Accel();
// Apply Complementary Filter
UpdateOrientation(delta_t);
// Check Pins for current mode
if (Manual == 1){ // Manual control mode
target_pos = center;
}
else{ // Dynamic control mode
// Find target position of weight
if (Mode == 1){ // Weight on high side
if (pitch >= 0){
target_pos = constrain(pitch,0,lim)/lim*(Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length
-center)+center;
}
else{
target_pos = (constrain(pitch,-lim,0)+lim)/lim*center;
}
}
else{ // Weight on low side
if (pitch <= 0){
target_pos = constrain(pitch,0,lim)/lim*(Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length-center)+center;
}
else{
target_pos = (constrain(-pitch,-lim,0)+lim)/lim*center;
}
}
}
PIDControl(target_pos);
// Transmit data via xbee to computer
// Data transmission is done in integer format and processing is done offboard
int transmit_time = millis();
Serial.print(pitch*180/pi); // pitch*180/pi
Serial.print("a");
// Weight position is centered at the middle of the bar
Serial.print(current_pos-Encoder_CPR*Screw_Pitch*Length/2);
Serial.print("b");
Serial.print(Vel_R); // Vel_R
Serial.print("c");
Serial.print(Vel_L); // Vel_L
Serial.print("d");
Serial.print(accel_p); // accel_p
Serial.print("e");
Serial.print(jerk_p);
Serial.println("f"); // Send Current Position of Weight
}
// ============================== SUBROUTINES =============================
// ============================= Center Weight ============================
void CenterWeight(){
EndN = digitalRead(EndstopNeg);
while (EndN == 0){ // Until the endstop is hit, move motor to home
digitalWrite(MotorDir,0);
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,75);
EndN = digitalRead(EndstopNeg);
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}
Serial.println("Touch1");
digitalWrite(MotorSpeed,0);
current_pos = 0;
while (current_pos < 1500){
digitalWrite(MotorDir,1);
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,55);
//Serial.println(current_pos);
}
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,0);
EndN = digitalRead(EndstopNeg);
Serial.println("Backed Up");
while (EndN == 0){
digitalWrite(MotorDir,0);
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,50);
EndN = digitalRead(EndstopNeg);
//Serial.println(current_pos);
}
Serial.println("Touch2 - Centering Now");
current_pos = 0;
while (abs(current_pos - center) > 50){ // Center the weight
digitalWrite(MotorDir,1);
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,65);
}
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,0);
}
// =============================== Read Gyro ==============================
void Read_Gyro(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x1D);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(5);
Wire.beginTransmission(Gyro_Add);
Wire.requestFrom(Gyro_Add,6);
int i = 0;
while(Wire.available()){
buff[i] = Wire.read();
i++;
}
Wire.endTransmission();
omega_X = (((int) buff[2] << 8)| buff[3]) - omega_X_err; // Rotation on
gyro's Y axis
omega_Y = -1*((((int) buff[0] << 8)| buff[1]) - omega_Y_err); // Rotation on
gyro's X axis
omega_Z = (((int) buff[4] << 8)| buff[5]) - omega_Z_err; // Rotaton on
gyro's Z axis
}
// =============================== Read Accel
void Read_Accel(){
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.write((byte)0x32);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(5);
Wire.beginTransmission(Accel_Add);
Wire.requestFrom(Accel_Add,6);
int i = 0;
while(Wire.available()){
buff[i] = Wire.read();
i++;
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=============================

}
Wire.endTransmission();
accel_X = SaX*(float(((int) buff[3] << 8)| buff[2])+SaoX);
accel_Y = -1*SaY*(float(((int) buff[1] << 8)| buff[0])+SaoY);
accel_Z = -1*SaZ*(float(((int) buff[5] << 8)| buff[4])+SaoZ);
}
// ==========================

Update Orientation

==========================

float UpdateOrientation(int dt){
accel_prev=accel_p;
// Pitch and roll calculated from the accelerometer
pitch_a = -atan2(accel_X,sqrt(sq(accel_Y)+sq(accel_Z)));
roll_prev = atan2(accel_Y,accel_Z/abs(accel_Z+0.01*accel_Y)*sqrt(0.01*sq(accel_X)+sq(accel_Z)));
roll_a = atan2(accel_Y,sqrt(0.01*sq(accel_X)+sq(accel_Z)));
// A small portion of accel_X (0.01) is added to roll to ensure the
// estimate is stable. Accurate over pitch +-80deg
// The same is done when calculating the sign of accel_Z for atan2
// roll_prev is only used to determine direction, instead of accel_Z
// Complementary Filter for Roll and Pitch
float a = 0.98;
// Complementary Filter Weight
if (abs(roll_prev) > pi/2){ // 90 to 180 and -90 to -180 the device (sensor)
is upside down
roll = a*(roll-float(omega_X)*Sg*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*roll_a;
// angular velocity in pitch axis
pitch_w = Sg*(-float(omega_Y)*cos(roll)-float(omega_Z)*sin(roll));
// pitch calculated using complimetary filer with accel and gyro
pitch = a*(pitch+pitch_w*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*pitch_a;
a_z = accel_Z-g*cos(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_z)<0.5)
a_z=0;
a_y = accel_Y-g*sin(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_y)<0.5)
a_y=0;
accel_p = a_y*sin(roll) + a_z*cos(roll);
}
else{
roll = a*(roll+float(omega_X)*Sg*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*roll_a;
// angular velocity in pitch axis
pitch_w = Sg*(float(omega_Y)*cos(roll)-float(omega_Z)*sin(roll));
// pitch calculated using complimetary filer with accel and gyro
pitch = a*(pitch+pitch_w*float(dt)/1000)+(1-a)*pitch_a;
a_z = accel_Z+g*cos(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_z)<0.5)
a_z=0;
a_y = accel_Y-g*sin(roll)*cos(pitch);
if (abs(a_y)<0.5)
a_y=0;
accel_p = a_y*sin(roll) - a_z*cos(roll);
}
jerk_p = (accel_p-accel_prev)/(float(dt)/1000);
// Velocity at hand holds calculation
//
vel_sens = 0.80*(vel_sens + (accel_p)*float(dt)/1000);
if (pitch_w != 0){
icr = vel_sens/pitch_w;
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}
Vel_R = pitch_w*(icr-Ds*0.0254);
// {m/s}
Vel_L = pitch_w*(icr-(Dh*0.0254+Ds*0.0254)); // {m/s}
}
// =============================
void PIDControl(long target){
timeinc1 = timeinc2;
timeinc2 = micros();

PID Controller

===========================

prev_err = err;
err = target - current_pos;
tot_err = tot_err + err;
Proportional = float(err)/1000*Kp;
Derivative = float(err - prev_err)*100/(timeinc2-timeinc1)*Kd;
Integral = constrain(float(tot_err)/1000*Ki,-10,10);
if (abs(Derivative) < 0.0) // If the motor is close to not moving assume
derivative = 0
Derivative = 0;
if ((Proportional+Derivative+Integral < 0))
digitalWrite(MotorDir, 0);
else
digitalWrite(MotorDir, 1);
// If an endstop is hit, only allow motion in the other direction
if ((EndN == 1 && (Proportional+Derivative+Integral < 0)) || (EndP == 1 &&
(Proportional+Derivative+Integral > 0))){
analogWrite(MotorSpeed, 0);
}
else{
analogWrite(MotorSpeed,
constrain(abs(Proportional+Derivative+Integral),0,12)*135/12);
}
}
// =========================== Encoder Intterupt ==========================
void increment() {
encoderState[1] = digitalRead(EncoderA); // Record the new encoder values
encoderState[2] = digitalRead(EncoderB);
current_pos += (encoderState[1] != encoderState[2]); // Add or subtract
current_pos -= (encoderState[1] == encoderState[2]); // based on which
// direction
}
// END OF CODE
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D.3 Wrist Sensor LabVIEW Program

Figure D.1 Interface.vi wrist sensor (initialization portion).
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Figure D.2 Interface.vi wrist sensor (timeout portion).

Figure D.3 Interface.vi wrist sensor (connect portion).
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Figure D.4 Interface.vi wrist sensor (new button portion).

Figure D.5 Interface.vi wrist sensor (load button portion).
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Figure D.6 Interface.vi wrist sensor (save button portion).

Figure D.7 Interface.vi wrist sensor (start exercise portion).
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Figure D.8 Interface.vi wrist sensor (end exercise portion).

Figure D.9 Interface.vi wrist sensor (live stream portion).
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Figure D.10 Interface.vi wrist sensor (view log portion).

Figure D.11 Interface.vi wrist sensor (delete log portion).
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Figure D.12 Interface.vi wrist sensor (exercise log portion).

Figure D.13 Interface.vi wrist sensor (name portion).
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Figure D.14 Interface.vi wrist sensor (graph checkbox portion).
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Figure D.15 Interface.vi wrist sensor (data processing portion).
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Figure D.16 Receive.vi wrist sensor SubVI.
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Figure D.17 Extract_Log.vi wrist sensor SubVI.
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Figure D.18 View_Log.vi wrist sensor SubVI.
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Figure D.19 Process_Raw_Data.vi wrist sensor SubVI.
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Figure D.20 Enable_Disable.vi wrist sensor SubVI.

Figure D.21 Display_Data.vi wrist sensor SubVI.

Figure D.22 Process_Time.vi wrist sensor SubVI.
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D.4 Dynamic Weighted Bar LabVIEW Program
VI’s that are the same as that of the wrist sensor are omitted here

Figure D.23 Display_Data.vi dynamic weighted bar SubVI.
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Figure D.24 Extract_Log.vi dynamic weighted bar SubVI.
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Figure D.25 Process_Raw_Data.vi dynamic weighted bar SubVI.
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Figure D.26 View_Log.vi dynamic weighted bar SubVI.
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D.5 MATLAB Feature Extraction Code

D.5.1

Eagle System Data Extraction

D.5.1.1 PreCompile.m
%
%
%
%
%
%

This code compiles the Eagle data into cell arrays of matrices
Format: [1,time,Wg,Wv,Wa,Wj,Rx,Rvx,Rax,Rjx,Eg,Ev,Ea,Ej]
where Wg,Wv,Wa,Wj,Eg,Ev,Ea,Ej all have 3 columns each
all files are then saved as All2.mat

clear, clc
% Can
LC_Normal_ES(1)
LC_Normal_ES(2)
LC_Normal_ES(3)
LC_Normal_ES(4)
LC_Normal_ES(5)
LC_Normal_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Can_Normal_1n.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Normal_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Normal_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Normal_4b.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Normal_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Normal_6.txt');

LC_Speed_ES(1)
LC_Speed_ES(2)
LC_Speed_ES(3)
LC_Speed_ES(4)
LC_Speed_ES(5)
LC_Speed_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Can_Speed_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Speed_2n.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Speed_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Speed_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Speed_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Speed_6n.txt');

LC_Shake_ES(1)
LC_Shake_ES(2)
LC_Shake_ES(3)
LC_Shake_ES(4)
LC_Shake_ES(5)
LC_Shake_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Can_Shake_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Shake_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Shake_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Shake_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Shake_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_Shake_6.txt');

LC_SS_ES(1)
LC_SS_ES(2)
LC_SS_ES(3)
LC_SS_ES(4)
LC_SS_ES(5)
LC_SS_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_3d.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Can_StartStop_6.txt');

% Basket
LB_Normal_ES(1)
LB_Normal_ES(2)
LB_Normal_ES(3)
LB_Normal_ES(4)
LB_Normal_ES(5)
LB_Normal_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Normal_6.txt');
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LB_Speed_ES(1)
LB_Speed_ES(2)
LB_Speed_ES(3)
LB_Speed_ES(4)
LB_Speed_ES(5)
LB_Speed_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Speed_6.txt');

LB_Shake_ES(1)
LB_Shake_ES(2)
LB_Shake_ES(3)
LB_Shake_ES(4)
LB_Shake_ES(5)
LB_Shake_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_Shaking_6.txt');

LB_SS_ES(1)
LB_SS_ES(2)
LB_SS_ES(3)
LB_SS_ES(4)
LB_SS_ES(5)
LB_SS_ES(6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_1.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_2.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_3.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_4.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_5.txt');
main('Lifting_Basket_StartStop_6.txt');

D.5.1.2 main.m
function [compiled] = main(name)
%clear all
%close all
%clc
% 1: Process static trial to get the marker locations in the anatomical
% coordinate system
%
-Load marker data for static trial
fileID = fopen('Arm_Coordinates_With_Markers.txt'); % Do not change this:
This is the static run
textA =
textscan(fileID,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','Hea
derlines',6);
fclose('all');
Forearm_Static_Data = cell2mat(textA);
%Forearm_Static_Data(:,3:14) = Forearm_Static_Data(:,3:14)./1000;
% Size of the data
[n_frm,c] = size(Forearm_Static_Data);
% Naming the markers for the wrist and elbow
S_wrist_M = Forearm_Static_Data(:,15:17);
S_wrist_L = Forearm_Static_Data(:,18:20);
S_elbow_M = Forearm_Static_Data(:,21:23);
S_elbow_L = Forearm_Static_Data(:,24:26);
% Copy cluster markers into 3-D matrix
forearm_markers_g = zeros(n_frm,4,3);
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forearm_markers_a = zeros(n_frm,4,3);
elbow_a = zeros(n_frm,3);
for mkr = 1:4
forearm_markers_g(:,mkr,:) = Forearm_Static_Data(:,3*mkr:3*mkr+2);
end
%
-For every frame of static trial,
for frm = 1:n_frm
%
-Create anatomical coordinate system from the anatomical
markers
elbow = (S_elbow_M(frm,:)+S_elbow_L(frm,:))/2;
wrist = (S_wrist_M(frm,:)+S_wrist_L(frm,:))/2;
x_u = mk_unit_vec(elbow,wrist);
q_u = mk_unit_vec(S_wrist_M(frm,:),S_wrist_L(frm,:));
orig = wrist;
z = cross(x_u,q_u);
z_u = z/norm(z);
y_u = cross(z_u,x_u);
Tga = [x_u' y_u' z_u' orig'; 0 0 0 1];
Tag = inv(Tga);
% Find each cluster marker in the anatomical frame
temp = ...
Tag*[squeeze(forearm_markers_g(frm,:,:))'; 1 1 1 1];
forearm_markers_a(frm,:,:) = temp(1:3,:)';
%
-Locate the elbow center in anatomical frame
temp = Tag*[elbow'; 1];
elbow_a(frm,:) = temp(1:3)';
end
%
-Find the average of cluster marker locations in anatomical frame
%
(should be fixed
forearm_markers_anat = squeeze(mean(forearm_markers_a,1)); % 4 x 3
%
-Find the average of the elbow locations in anatomical frame (wrist is
%
always at origin)
elbow_anat = mean(elbow_a,1);
wrist_anat = zeros(1,3);
% Load dynamic data file; extract marker data
fileID = fopen(name); % Change this to whichever trial you want to analyze
textB = textscan(fileID,'%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','Headerlines',5);
fclose('all');
Dynamic_Data = cell2mat(textB);
%Dynamic_Data(:,3:14) = Dynamic_Data(:,3:14)./1000;
[n_frm,c] = size(Dynamic_Data);
forearm_markers_g = zeros(n_frm,4,3);
% Rearanging the Data into a 3-D Matrix
for mkr = 1:4
forearm_markers_g(:,mkr,:) = Dynamic_Data(:,3*mkr:3*mkr+2);
end
time = Dynamic_Data(:,2);
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framenum = Dynamic_Data(:,1);
% 2: At each frame:
%
Find the transformation between global and anatomical
%
using 4 cluster markers.
Tga = zeros(n_frm,4,4);
for frm = 1:n_frm
forearm_markers_ground = [squeeze(forearm_markers_g(frm,1,:)) ...
squeeze(forearm_markers_g(frm,2,:)) ...
squeeze(forearm_markers_g(frm,3,:)) ...
squeeze(forearm_markers_g(frm,4,:))];
Tga(frm,:,:) = lsqRT(forearm_markers_anat',forearm_markers_ground); %
both input matrices are 3 x 4
end
% 3: Extract meaningful kinematic variables from 4x4 transformations
elbow_ground = zeros(n_frm,3);
wrist_ground = zeros(n_frm,3);
zyx_angles = zeros(n_frm,3);
for frm = 1:n_frm
temp = squeeze(Tga(frm,:,:)) * [elbow_anat 1]';
elbow_ground(frm,:) = temp(1:3)';
temp = squeeze(Tga(frm,:,:)) * [wrist_anat 1]';
wrist_ground(frm,:) = temp(1:3)';
zyx_angles(frm,:) = (180/pi)*ZYX_decomp(squeeze(Tga(frm,:,:)));
end
elbow_ground(:,:)=elbow_ground(:,:)./1000; % to m from mm
wrist_ground(:,:)=wrist_ground(:,:)./1000;% to m from mm
%

Differentiation of the components of the wrist and elbow coordinates

elbow_ground_X
elbow_ground_Y
elbow_ground_Z
wrist_ground_X
wrist_ground_Y
wrist_ground_Z
elbow_veloc_X
elbow_veloc_Y
elbow_veloc_Z
wrist_veloc_X
wrist_veloc_Y
wrist_veloc_Z

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[time
[time
[time
[time
[time
[time

elbow_ground(:,1)];
elbow_ground(:,2)];
elbow_ground(:,3)];
wrist_ground(:,1)];
wrist_ground(:,2)];
wrist_ground(:,3)];

differentiate(elbow_ground_X);
differentiate(elbow_ground_Y);
differentiate(elbow_ground_Z);
differentiate(wrist_ground_X);
differentiate(wrist_ground_Y);
differentiate(wrist_ground_Z);

elbow_veloc_values = [elbow_veloc_X(:,2) elbow_veloc_Y(:,2)
elbow_veloc_Z(:,2)];
wrist_veloc_values = [wrist_veloc_X(:,2) wrist_veloc_Y(:,2)
wrist_veloc_Z(:,2)];
veloc_time = elbow_veloc_X(:,1);
elbow_accel_X
elbow_accel_Y
elbow_accel_Z
wrist_accel_X
wrist_accel_Y
wrist_accel_Z

=
=
=
=
=
=

differentiate(elbow_veloc_X);
differentiate(elbow_veloc_Y);
differentiate(elbow_veloc_Z);
differentiate(wrist_veloc_X);
differentiate(wrist_veloc_Y);
differentiate(wrist_veloc_Z);
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elbow_accel_values = [elbow_accel_X(:,2) elbow_accel_Y(:,2)
elbow_accel_Z(:,2)];
wrist_accel_values = [wrist_accel_X(:,2) wrist_accel_Y(:,2)
wrist_accel_Z(:,2)];
accel_time = elbow_accel_X(:,1);
elbow_jerk_X
elbow_jerk_Y
elbow_jerk_Z
wrist_jerk_X
wrist_jerk_Y
wrist_jerk_Z

=
=
=
=
=
=

differentiate(elbow_accel_X);
differentiate(elbow_accel_Y);
differentiate(elbow_accel_Z);
differentiate(wrist_accel_X);
differentiate(wrist_accel_Y);
differentiate(wrist_accel_Z);

elbow_jerk_values = [elbow_jerk_X(:,2) elbow_jerk_Y(:,2)
elbow_jerk_Z(:,2)];
wrist_jerk_values = [wrist_jerk_X(:,2) wrist_jerk_Y(:,2)
wrist_jerk_Z(:,2)];
jerk_time = elbow_jerk_X(:,1);
%convert roll to vel,accel,jerk
Rx = [time zyx_angles(:,2)];
Rv = differentiate(Rx);
Ra = differentiate(Rv);
Rj = differentiate(Ra);
compiled =
compile(time,wrist_ground,wrist_veloc_values,wrist_accel_values,wrist_jerk_
values,zyx_angles(:,2),Rv(:,2),Ra(:,2),Rj(:,2),elbow_ground,elbow_veloc_val
ues,elbow_accel_values,elbow_jerk_values);
end

D.5.1.3 compile.m
function [dataOut] = compile(time,Wg,Wv,Wa,Wj,Rx,Rvx,Rax,Rjx,Eg,Ev,Ea,Ej)
temp = [zeros(length(time),1),
time,Wg,Wv,Wa,Wj,Rx,Rvx,Rax,Rjx,Eg,Ev,Ea,Ej];
dataOut = {temp};
end
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D.5.1.4 differentiate.m
function [ mod_data ] = differentiate( datatime )
%differentiate: Differentiates the data set with respect to the time
%variable and modifies the time variable so that it is the same length as
%the new data variable.
%
Input: datatime, where datatime is a n x 2 matrix with the first column
being the time and
%
the second column being the data.
%
Output: mod_datatime where mod_datatime is a n x 2 matrix with the
%
first column being the differences in timeand the second column being
%
the modified time.
time = datatime(:,1);
data = datatime(:,2);
[rows,c] = size(datatime);
temp = diff(data);
temp2 = diff(time);
mod_data = [temp./temp2;
temp(length(temp))./(length(temp2(length(temp2))))];
mod_data = filterDataL([time mod_data],2);
% temp = time;
% temp(rows,:) = [];
% mod_time = [temp; temp(length(temp))];
%mod_datatime = [time mod_data];
end

D.5.1.5 filterDataL.m
function [dataOut] = filterDataL(data, channel)
%Applies a low pass filter the the input data,
cutoff = 12; % cut off freq Hz
order = 6; % filter order
rate = 1/data(2,1); % sampling rate in Hz
[b,a] = butter(order,cutoff/(rate*.5),'low'); % 0.5 Hz low pass filter
dataOut = data;
for i=1:length(channel)
dataOut(:,channel(i)) = filtfilt(b,a,data(:,channel(i)));
end
end
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D.5.1.6 mk_unit_vec.m
function u_vec=mk_unit_vec(A,B)
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%Find the unit vector pointing from A to B
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%Steve Piazza
%A and B are 1x3 vectors with 3D coordinates
vec = B-A;
u_vec = vec/norm(vec);
end

D.5.1.7 lsqRT.m
function [T_ab]=lsqRT(amat,bmat);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

least-squares 3D rigid body transformation of a wrt b
USAGE: T_AwB = lsqRT(A,B) s.t. {B}=[T_AwB]*{A}
INPUT:
amat = 3xm matrix of rigid body points at A
bmat = 3xn matrix of rigid body points at B
OUTPUT:
T = 4x4 transformation matrix between A and B
includes orthonormal rotation matrix (R)
and translation vector (d) of A wrt B
Modified from HJS code: Ab2rt.m
Reference: Challis, J.Biomech. 28(6): 733-737, 1995

[anum,m] = size(amat);
[bnum,n] = size(bmat);
Amean=mean(amat')';
Bmean=mean(bmat')';
%Relative position vectors
amat=amat-Amean*ones(1,m);
bmat=bmat-Bmean*ones(1,n);
%Cross-dispersion matrix (*)
C=(1/m)*(bmat*amat');
% Singular Value Decomposition: [C] = P * V * Q'
% P and Q: orthogonal matrices of eigenvectors of C
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% V: diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of C
[p,v,q] = svd(C);
R
=
p*diag([ 1 1 det(p*q')])*q';
%R1 = p*q';
d
=
Bmean-R*Amean;
%dot(R(:,1),R(:,2))
%dot(R(:,2),R(:,3))
% 4x4 Transformation Matrix Assembly
T_ab = [R d; 0 0 0 1];

%* Note that (1/m) is a scalar multiplier which has no effect
% on the eigenvectors of C since they are unit vectors
end

D.5.1.8 ZYX_decomp.m
function [dec] = ZYX_decomp(b)
dec(1) = atan2(b(3,2),b(3,3));
dec(2) = atan2(-b(3,1),sqrt(b(3,2)^2+b(3,3)^2));
dec(3) = atan2(b(2,1),b(1,1));
end
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D.5.2

Feature Extraction

D.5.2.1 ExtractFeatures.m
%% Extract Features
% The following code loads the data from both systems and extracts the
% relevant features from each test routine
%
clear,clc,close all
%% ============================ LOAD DATA ==============================
load('Data\All.mat') % Wrist Sensor
load('Data\All2filt.mat') % Eagle System
% PlotRaw;
%% ========================= CROP & RESAMPLE =============================
Jerk; % Take the derivative the the acceleration data first
CropResamp;
%% ========================= Mean Acceleration ===========================
1-3
MeanAccel; % mean accel for x,y,z
%% ================== Root Mean Square Acceleration ======================
4-7
RMSAccel; % includes aRMS for x,y,z and magnitude
%% ================ Dominant Frequency, Acceleration =====================
8-11
FreqAccel; % x,y,z,mag
%% ====================== Root Mean Square Jerk ==========================
12-16
RMSJerk; % includes jRMS for x,y,z,magnitude,angular(x)
%% ===================== Dominant Frequency, Jerk ========================
17-21
FreqJerk; % x,y,z,mag,angular(x)
%% =========================== Peak Velocity =============================
22
Velocity;
%% ============================ Jerk Metric ==============================
23-24
JerkMetric; % linear, angular
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D.5.2.2 Jerk.m
% This code takes the derivative of the acceleration channels and appends
% them to the data in channels 12-14
for i=1:6
% Can
temp = cell2mat(LC_Normal_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LC_Normal_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LC_Speed_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LC_Speed_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LC_Shake_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LC_Shake_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LC_SS_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LC_SS_WS{i} = temp;
% Basket
temp = cell2mat(LB_Normal_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LB_Normal_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LB_Speed_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LB_Speed_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LB_Shake_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LB_Shake_WS{i} = temp;
temp = cell2mat(LB_SS_WS(i));
temp = derv(temp);
LB_SS_WS{i} = temp;
end
clear temp
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D.5.2.3 CropResamp.m
% Cropping limits picked from graphs
% row order: Normal 1-6, Speed 1-6, Shake 1-6, SS 1-6
% order looks like col 1-6, row N,Sp,Sh,SS though
cropLimC = [0.604,2.991; 0.852,3.334; 1.282,3.922; 1.29,3.841; 1.163,3.583;
1.244,3.41;
1.131,5.247; 1.452,4.814; 1.665,4.652; 1.496,3.748;
2.035,4.057; 2.09,3.646;
1.065,5.232; 0.759,4.342; 0.766,4.171; 0.909,4.593;
0.954,4.066; 0.824,4.311;
0.889,4.169; 1.176,4.597; 1.016,4.147; 0.996,4.689;
0.735,4.727; 1.351,5.365];
cropLimB = [1.489,2.615; 1.426,2.688; 1.652,3.008; 1.499,2.706;
1.632,2.551; 1.806,2.993;
1.124,4.328; 1.998,4.190; 1.489,2.706; 1.346,2.367;
0.902,2.151; 1.104,2.054;
0.859,3.615; 1.229,4.162; 1.054,3.21; 1.411,4.494; 0.808,3.674;
0.957,5.038;
0.718,3.956; 1.0,4.251; 0.868,3.523; 0.455,4.235; 0.836,4.155;
1.312,3.877];
% crop the data to remove stationary portions at beginning and end
for i=1:6
% Can
cropCN{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Normal_WS(i)),cropLimC(i,:));
cropCSp{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Speed_WS(i)),cropLimC(i+6,:));
cropCSh{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Shake_WS(i)),cropLimC(i+12,:));
cropCSS{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_SS_WS(i)),cropLimC(i+18,:));
% Basket
cropBN{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Normal_WS(i)),cropLimB(i,:));
cropBSp{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Speed_WS(i)),cropLimB(i+6,:));
cropBSh{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Shake_WS(i)),cropLimB(i+12,:));
cropBSS{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_SS_WS(i)),cropLimB(i+18,:));
end
% resample all the data to have uniform samplling time
for i=1:6
% Can
rsCN{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropCN(i)));
rsCSp{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)));
rsCSh{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)));
rsCSS{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)));
% Basket
rsBN{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropBN(i)));
rsBSp{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)));
rsBSh{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)));
rsBSS{i} = resample(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)));
end
clear i
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
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cropLimC2 = [0,2.27; 1.58,4.21; 1.74,4.3; 1.86,4.51; 1.68,4.3; 1.41,3.98;
1.47,5.9; 0,3.76; 2.19,5.55; 2.12,4.78; 2.33,4.67; 0,1.73;
1.66,6.03; 1.1,5.14; 1.08,5.32; 1.22,5.36; 1.28,4.97;
1.13,5.23;
1.32,5.15; 1.68,5.32; 1.55,5.05; 1.39,5.6; 1.13,5.54;
1.33,5.8];
cropLimB2 = [2.92,4.57; 1.75,3.55; 2.02,3.83; 2.16,3.97; 2.04,3.7;
2.35,4.1;
1.78,4.9; 2.29,5.08; 1.75,3.79; 1.79,3.49; 1.27,2.91;
1.45,2.77;
1.22,4.29; 1.79,5.71; 1.42,4.31; 1.75,4.92; 1.09,4.31;
1.25,6.59;
1.06,4.71; 1.39,4.82; 1.21,4.03; 0.76,4.65; 1.34,5.08;
1.1,5.19];
% crop the data to remove stationary portions at beginning and end
for i=1:6
% Can
cropCN2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Normal_ES(i)),cropLimC2(i,:));
cropCSp2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Speed_ES(i)),cropLimC2(i+6,:));
cropCSh2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_Shake_ES(i)),cropLimC2(i+12,:));
cropCSS2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LC_SS_ES(i)),cropLimC2(i+18,:));
% Basket
cropBN2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Normal_ES(i)),cropLimB2(i,:));
cropBSp2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Speed_ES(i)),cropLimB2(i+6,:));
cropBSh2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_Shake_ES(i)),cropLimB2(i+12,:));
cropBSS2{i}=crop(cell2mat(LB_SS_ES(i)),cropLimB2(i+18,:));
end
clear i

D.5.2.4 MeanAccel
% This code uses the cropped data, resampling is not needed here
range = 1:3;
channel = 9:11;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCN(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)),channel);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBN(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)),channel);
end
clear i
clear channel
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%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
channel = 9:11;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCN2(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSh2(i)),channel);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),channel);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),channel);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range,i) = featMeanAccel(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),channel);
end
clear i
clear channel
clear range

D.5.2.5 RMSAccel.m
% cropped data sets are used here again, no need for resampled
chan = 9:11;
range = 4:7;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCN(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)),chan);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)),chan);
end
clear i
clear chan
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
chan = 9:11;
for i=1:6
% Can
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Feat_LC_N_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCN2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSh2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),chan);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),chan);
end
clear i
clear chan
clear range

D.5.2.6 FreqAccel.m
% This code uses the resampled data
channel = 9:11;
range = 8:11;
for i=1:6
%Apply high pass filter first, filter jerk data as well for later
dataFiltCN{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsCN(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltCSp{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsCSp(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltCSh{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsCSh(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltCSS{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsCSS(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltBN{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsBN(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltBSp{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsBSp(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltBSh{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsBSh(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
dataFiltBSS{i}=filterData(cell2mat(rsBSS(i)),[channel 12:14, 7,8]);
for j=1:(length(range)-1)
% Can
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCN(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
% Basket
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBN(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp(i)),channel(j),1,0);
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Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
end
% Frequency for acceleration magnitude instead of individual x,y,z
% Can=================
temp = cell2mat(rsCN(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsCSp(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsCSh(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsCSS(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
% Basket==============
temp = cell2mat(rsBN(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsBSp(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsBSh(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(rsBSS(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
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Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
end
clear i
clear j
clear f
clear Y
clear fmax
clear Ymax
clear temp
clear channel
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% the ES has cropped data at the correct sampling frequency already
channel = 9:11;
for i=1:6
% These should also include what was channel 7...
%Apply high pass filter first, filter jerk data as well for later
dataFiltCN2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropCN2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSp2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSh2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropCSh2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSS2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltBN2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSp2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSh2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSS2{i}=filterData(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),[channel 12:14,18]);
% need to apply a low pass filter for data above 12Hz to be comparable
dataFiltCN2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltCN2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSp2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSh2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltCSS2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltBN2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltBN2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSp2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSh2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
dataFiltBSS2{i}=filterDataL(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS2(i)),[channel
12:14,18]);
for j=1:(length(range)-1)
% Can
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCN2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
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[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
% Basket
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBN2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
end
% Frequency for acceleration magnitude instead of individual x,y,z
% Can=================
temp = cell2mat(cropCN2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSp2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSh2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSS2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
% Basket==============
temp = cell2mat(cropBN2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropBSp2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
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[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropBSh2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropBSS2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,channel).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(j)+1,i) = fmax;
end
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

i
j
f
Y
fmax
Ymax
temp
channel
range

D.5.2.7 RMSJerk.m
% cropped data sets are used here again, no need for resampled
chan = 12:14;
range = 12:15; % needs to be length 4, 16 is added after for angular
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCN(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)),chan);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)),chan);
%Angular (channel 8), these need to be scaled back up by 1000
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCN(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)).*1000,8);
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% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)).*1000,8);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)).*1000,8);
end
% remove the extra row added when the angular term gets 2 (single and
% multichannel, but there is only one channel)
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(4)+2,:) = [];
clear i
clear chan
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
chan = 12:14;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(dataFiltCN2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh2(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),chan);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range,i) = featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),chan);
%Angular (channel 18)
% Can
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCN2(i)),18);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),18);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSh2(i)),18);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),18);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),18);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),18);
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Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),18);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(4)+1:range(4)+2,i) =
featRMS(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),18);
end
% remove the extra row added when the angular term gets 2 (single and
% multichannel, but there is only one channel)
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(4)+2,:) = [];
clear i
clear chan
clear range

D.5.2.8 FreqJerk.m
% This code uses the resampled data
channel = [12:14,7,8];
range = 17:21;
for i=1:6
%High pass filter was applied eariler in FreqAccel
for j=1:(length(range))
% Can
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCN(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
% Basket
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBN(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
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[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(j),i) = fmax;
end
end
clear i
clear j
clear f
clear Y
clear fmax
clear Ymax
clear temp
clear channel
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
channel = [12:14,1,18]; % originally 7 and 8, no linear jerk mag now, 1 is
a placeholder, corrected below
for i=1:6
%Filters were applied earlier in FreqAccel
for j=1:(length(range))
% Can
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCN2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
% Basket
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBN2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] =
featFreq(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS2(i)),channel(j),1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(j),i) = fmax;
end
c2 = 12:14;
% Frequency for jerk magnitude instead of individual x,y,z
% Can=================
temp = cell2mat(cropCN2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
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temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSp2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSh2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(cropCSS2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
% Basket==============
temp = cell2mat(cropBN2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSp2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSh2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSS2(i));
temp(:,1) = sqrt(sum((temp(:,c2).^2),2));
temp=filterData(temp,1);
temp=filterDataL(temp,1);
[f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(temp,1,1,0);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(j)-1,i) = fmax;
end
clear
clear
clear
clear

i
j
f
Y
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clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

fmax
Ymax
temp
channel
c2
range

D.5.2.9 Velocity.m
% high pass filtered data is used since it must be integrated
range = 22;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltCN(i)),0);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltCSp(i)),0);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltCSh(i)),0);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltCSS(i)),0);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltBN(i)),0);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltBSp(i)),0);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltBSh(i)),0);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range,i) = featVel(cell2mat(dataFiltBSS(i)),0);
end
clear i
%%=========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% use featVel2 for ES data
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropCN2(i)),0);
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropCSp2(i)),0);
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropCSh2(i)),0);
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropCSS2(i)),0);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropBN2(i)),0);
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropBSp2(i)),0);
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropBSh2(i)),0);
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range,i) = featVel2(cell2mat(cropBSS2(i)),0);
end
clear i
clear range
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D.5.2.10 JerkMetric.m
% cropped data sets are used here again, no need for resampled
chan = 5:6;
range = 23:24;
for i=1:6
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropCN(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropCSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropCSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropCSS(i)),chan);
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropBN(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropBSp(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropBSh(i)),chan);
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range,i) = featSmooth(cell2mat(cropBSS(i)),chan);
%rescale angular
% Can
Feat_LC_N_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LC_N_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LC_Sp_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LC_Sh_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LC_SS_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
% Basket
Feat_LB_N_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LB_N_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LB_Sp_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LB_Sh_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(2),i) = Feat_LB_SS_WS(range(2),i).*1000;
end

for i=1:6
% Can
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltCN2(i));
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LC_N_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltCSp2(i));
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LC_Sp_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltCSh2(i));
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LC_Sh_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltCSS2(i));
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LC_SS_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
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% Basket
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBN2(i));
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LB_N_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSp2(i));
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LB_Sp_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSh2(i));
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LB_Sh_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
temp = cell2mat(dataFiltBSS2(i));
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(1),i) = sum(sqrt(temp(:,12).^2+temp(:,13).^2+temp(:,14).^2))./length(temp(:,2));
Feat_LB_SS_ES(range(2),i) = -sum(abs(temp(:,18)))./length(temp(:,2));
end
clear i
clear chan
clear range

D.5.2.11 exp_to_weka.m
fid=fopen('EagleWristComp.arff','w');
fprintf(fid,'@relation ''EagleWristComp''\n\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute System {1, 2}\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute Activity {1, 2}\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute Varying {0, 1, 2, 3}\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute Level {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute MeanAccelX real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute MeanAccelY real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute MeanAccelZ real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSAccelX real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSAccelY real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSAccelZ real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSAccelMag real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute DomFreqAccelX real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute DomFreqAccelY real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute DomFreqAccelZ real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute DomFreqAccelMag real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSJerkX real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSJerkY real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSJerkZ real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSJerkMag real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute RMSJerkAng real\n');
fprintf(fid,'@attribute DomFreqJerkX real\n');
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fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute
fprintf(fid,'@attribute

DomFreqJerkY real\n');
DomFreqJerkZ real\n');
DomFreqJerkMag real\n');
DomFreqJerkAng real\n');
PeakVelocity real\n');
JerkMetricLin real\n');
JerkMetricAng real\n\n');

fprintf(fid,'@data\n\n');
% Can Data
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,1,0,1');
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_N_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,1,1,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_Sp_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,1,2,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_Sh_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,1,3,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_SS_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
% Basket Data
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,2,0,1');
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_N_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,2,1,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_Sp_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,2,2,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_Sh_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'1,2,3,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_SS_WS(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
%%==================== ES
% Can Data
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,1,0,1');
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_N_ES(:,i)');
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fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,1,1,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_Sp_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,1,2,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_Sh_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,1,3,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LC_SS_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
% Basket Data
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,2,0,1');
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_N_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,2,1,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_Sp_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,2,2,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_Sh_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
for i=1:6
fprintf(fid,'2,2,3,%d',i);
fprintf(fid,',%f',Feat_LB_SS_ES(:,i)');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fclose(fid);

D.5.2.12 derv.m
function [dataOut] = derv(data)
%derv takes the derivative of channels 9-11 and puts the results in
%channels 12-14. Padded with repetition
dt = diff(data(:,2));
dt = [dt; dt(length(dt))];
dy = [diff(data(:,9)), diff(data(:,10)), diff(data(:,11))];
dy(length(dy)+1,:) = dy(length(dy),:);
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derv(:,1) = dy(:,1)./dt;
derv(:,2) = dy(:,2)./dt;
derv(:,3) = dy(:,3)./dt;
dataOut = data;
dataOut(:,12:14) = derv;
end

D.5.2.13 crop.m
function [newdata] = crop(data,startstop)
%crop truncates the data set between the start and stop time values,
%corresponding to the beginning and end of motion, this function should be
%performed before resampling
i1 = find(data(:,2)<=startstop(1),1,'last'); % find the indices for
starting and stopping
i2 = find(data(:,2)>=startstop(2),1,'first');
newdata(1:(i2-i1+1),2:size(data,2)) = data(i1:i2,2:size(data,2));
newdata(:,2)=newdata(:,2)-newdata(1,2);
newdata(1:(i2-i1+1),1) = data(1:(i2-i1+1),1);
end

D.5.2.14 resample.m
function [newdata] = resample(data)
%resample interpolates all of the data to be at uniform sampling
tnew=linspace(0,data(size(data,1),2),length(data(:,2)))'; % resampled time
newdata(:,1)=data(:,1);
newdata(:,2)=tnew;
for i=3:size(data,2)
newdata(:,i)=interp1(data(:,2),data(:,i),tnew); % resampled data
end
end
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D.5.2.15 filterData.m
function [dataOut] = filterData(data, channel)
%Applies a high pass filter the the input data,
cutoff = 0.5; % cut off freq Hz
order = 6; % filter order
rate = 1/data(2,2); % sampling rate in Hz
[b,a] = butter(order,cutoff/(rate*.5),'high'); % 1Hz high pass filter
dataOut = data;
for i=1:length(channel)
dataOut(:,channel(i)) = filtfilt(b,a,data(:,channel(i)));
end
end

D.5.2.16 filterDataL.m
function [dataOut] = filterDataL(data, channel)
%Applies a high pass filter the the input data,
cutoff = 12; % cut off freq Hz
order = 6; % filter order
rate = 1/data(2,2); % sampling rate in Hz
[b,a] = butter(order,cutoff/(rate*.5),'low'); % 0.5 Hz low pass filter
dataOut = data;
for i=1:length(channel)
dataOut(:,channel(i)) = filtfilt(b,a,data(:,channel(i)));
end
end

D.5.2.17 featMeanAccel.m
function [MeanAccel] = featMeanAccel(data,channel)
%featMeanAccel takes a data set input and returns the x,y,z mean
%acceleration values in MeanAccel [AvgX, AvgY, AvgZ]
MeanAccel(1,1:length(channel)) = mean(data(:,channel));
end
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D.5.2.18 featRMS.m
function [RMSValue] = featRMS(data,channels)
%featRMS takes an input data set and extracts the RMS value for the given
%channels
RMSValue(1,1:length(channels)) =
sqrt(sum((data(:,channels)).^2)./size(data,1)); % The channels
independently
mag = sum(data(:,channels).^2,2); % magnitude squared of all channels,
vector
RMSValue(1,length(channels)+1) = sqrt(sum(mag)./size(data,1)); % the rms of
the magnitude of the channels
end

D.5.2.19 featFreq.m
function [f,Y,fmax,Ymax] = featFreq(data, channel, win, showplot)
%featFreq computes the frequency spectrum for a given input data set
% input, column 2 is time by default and is assumed to be constant sampling
% channel is the column of data to be processed
% returns f,y for plotting and fmax and Ymax for peak frequency
% win == 1 will apply hanning window
% plot == 1 will display the frequency spectrum
Fs = 1/data(2,2); % new sampling frequency
L=length(data(:,2));
if (win == 1)
window=hann(L); % Apply hanning window
data(:,channel)=data(:,channel).*window;
end
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of y
Y = fft(data(:,channel),NFFT)/L;
Y = 2*abs(Y(1:NFFT/2+1));
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
[Ymax,i] = max(Y);
fmax = f(i);
% Plot single-sided amplitude spectrum.
if (showplot == 1)
figure(1)
hold on
if (win == 1)
plot(f,Y,'b');
else
plot(f,Y,'r');
end
title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
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ylabel('|Y(f)|')
end
filename = 'freq_plot.xlsx';
xlswrite(filename,[f',Y])
end

D.5.2.20 featVel.m
function [Vmax] = featVel(data,showplot)
%featVel returns the peak velocity magnitude
Vx =
Vy =
Vz =
Vmag

cumtrapz(data(:,2),data(:,9));
cumtrapz(data(:,2),data(:,10));
cumtrapz(data(:,2),data(:,11));
= sqrt(Vx.^2+Vy.^2+Vz.^2);

Vmax = max(Vmag);
if showplot==1
Dx = cumtrapz(data(:,2),Vx);
Dy = cumtrapz(data(:,2),Vy);
Dz = cumtrapz(data(:,2),Vz);
figure(7)
plot(data(:,2),Vx,'b',data(:,2),Vy,'r',data(:,2),Vz,'k')
figure(8)
plot(data(:,2),Dx,'b',data(:,2),Dy,'r',data(:,2),Dz,'k')
figure(9)
plot(data(:,2),Vmag)
figure(10)
plot(data(:,2),data(:,9),'b',data(:,2),data(:,10),'r',data(:,2),data(:,11),
'k')
end
end

D.5.2.21 featVel2.m
function [Vmax] = featVel(data,showplot)
%featVel returns the peak velocity magnitude
Vx =
Vy =
Vz =
Vmag

data(:,6);
data(:,7);
data(:,8);
= sqrt(Vx.^2+Vy.^2+Vz.^2);
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Vmax = max(Vmag);
if showplot==1
Dx = data(:,3);
Dy = data(:,4);
Dz = data(:,5);
figure(3)
plot(data(:,2),Vx,'b',data(:,2),Vy,'r',data(:,2),Vz,'k')
figure(4)
plot(data(:,2),Dx,'b',data(:,2),Dy,'r',data(:,2),Dz,'k')
figure(5)
plot(data(:,2),Vmag)
figure(6)
plot(data(:,2),data(:,9),'b',data(:,2),data(:,10),'r',data(:,2),data(:,11),
'k')
end
end

D.5.2.22 featSmooth.m
function [features] = featSmooth(data,channel)
%extracts the smoothness value (jerk metric) from the dataset
features = data(size(data,1),channel);
end
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